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REGU,LATIONS

W

E admit that recently two of these Editorials have been what have been
described as .. violently reactionary" to the proposals of the Ministry
of Civil Aviation that Government licenses should be Introduced both
.
FT for Glider and Power Pilots. But we are proud of it, and in both senses. First
and ULTRA LIGHT AIRCRA
that. we reacted violently to the proposals, and secondly that we would have nothin,
to do with them. In short we are resisting this 50 called .. Progress," which
THE FIRST JOURNAL DEVOTED isn't progress at all, but merely, as we stated, regulation for regulation sake.
Boiled down to their essentials, the reasons given by the 'Ministry for wishing
TO SOARING AND GLIDING to bring in the. new regulations are these· :-First, that it is necessary for the
safety o'f Air liner Tnnsport that light aeroplanes (and gliders) should not be
in the same air space as air liners at the same time (or any time), and that the
NOVEMBER 1948
Vol XVI No 11 'Government h·ave agreed at the International Civil Air' Organisation meeti!)gs
that they wOi)Jld, on this account, bring in these 'regulations about Licensing pilots.
There are two aspects to this problem. First tlhere is the question as to when
EDITOR.
a pilot is fit to fly an aeroplane solo, and then what sort of aeroplane, and then
how "'e or she is to be kept away from Air Transport Lanes and homing areas.
VERNON
B L U N l'
As to the first question, we are sure that the present system of
putting the responsibility on the instructor as to when the pilot 15 fit to risk
ASST. EDITOR:
his own neck flying solo, is t'he ben, because it has stood the test of forty
VERONICA PLATT
years experience. But we would be the first to admit that the mere possession
of all .. A" licence should not permit its possessor to 'risk someone else's neck
as a passenger. We would insist on a further test, and more experience, before
ADvellTIUNG
a pilot coul'd even take up a single passenger, whilst to fly a four seater, or any
and
oth.er ty,pe of airc~aft ~ith no~ paying ,passengers sho~ld ~equlre a I;lroper qualification. But that 15 qUite a different thing from making It mOre cMficuVt for the
EDIToarAL OFFICES,
beginner to ge.t into the air and fly himself about, or to demand that he or she
1)9
STRAND •.
w, C. 1
should fly a quite arbitrary number of hours before being granted a certificate.
This app.lies also to glider p'ilot-s, The intervention of most Club instructors
PHONE: TEMPLE BAR 6451/1
is usually immediately effective, because no one wishes to come to grief
himself or crash a c,/ub machine, and a ban by an Instructor can stop anyone
n. $ollplone and ·Glid., I1 publlsh.d o. the flying at once, if only because the consent ofa CF.I. is essentia,l to Insurance
15th of ev.ry mooth. Price O.e Shllll., .nd
cover. Of course a I'unatic might get into a craft and crash into an air liner, but
Slxpenc. per cOpy; 191- per year posted.
no amount. of licensing cou Id stop, that, but so far' it hasn't happened and the H.C.A .
.Adv.ertlsln. Rates on appilcadon.
are unable to produce a single instance of such an, event.
Now we come to the International side of the question. Was there n.o one
Published for <~. IIce.cees. Glider P.... Ltd.,
at the I.CA.O. Conference to speak up for Britain and the Empire (NQ apologies)
by the Rolls Houae Pu~lIshl., Co.. Ltd.,
and say t'hat the Empire Aviation world .should be consulted first? We understand
Bre.ms Bulldin,.. Fetter L.... E.C.~.
too, that although various official Aviation bodies in this country have conferred
Prl ..ed by Th. Me.dip Pre.. Ltd.. lo.do.
on this subject with the M.CA., no one has said definitely and categorically that
I.d Blth.
I they
would not support or take any ste!>s to carry .Ollt the proposed new
regulations·. The reasons fOr this almost" laisser faire .. attitude is that some
one believes that some Government assistance is going to be liven to Gliding and
Light flying but that it won't if the Powers-that-be get annoyed because the flying
CONTENTS
world won't toe the line. Now to our mind that point of view is most immoral
Poge and weak. Regulations and Assistance are separate questions, the former on the
Regulations .
1 ostensible. grounds of Safer flying, and the latter because Air Mindedness is a
National Need. Not to oppose Regulation because we might benefit if we .are
Scottish Soaring Sites Survey
2
good boys is Indefen.sible, and to offer a Subsidy to overcome our objections is
both. insurting and dastardly.
Soarin.g in France
That is how it appears to us at the moment, and we hope this article has cleared
The Sohaj (ZIiIl-25)
5
the air. We want more pe0ple In the air because flying will become cheaper that
way. If It's cheaper more people will do it, and wecould thell do without GovernGliding in Northern Iceland.
7
ment ajd, so that the fear ohhe M.C.A, tha·t any assistance they might give would
Stratosphere Gliding.:-Flight Report B be to help already rich people to enjoy more flying would have mo foundation in
fact. What we want is to get started. Any help we can get will' be most welcome.
Goal .Flying Samedan-Geneva
9
Lord iKemsley's he'lp in the last 12 months has resulted in two more Gliding Clubs
(P. A.Persson)
being formed, and increased the activities of six others, besides helping half a dozen.
power clubs and two Aeromodelling Clubs, and buying J.A.P. engines for the
Standing Waves at Camp,hill
10
U.L.A.A., alld all this on loans of about £104,000.
Five-Hour Local Thermal Flight
12
If the Government really want to help poor people who l"ant to fly they
.
AT.C. Gliding at Detlin,1
13 should
(a) Subsidise ,. ab initio" eliding training to "C" certificate standard
.. New Look" at Samedan
15
for anyone under 25.
U.L.....A.
(b) Pay for the development of a 35-45 h.p. aero engine for the Ultra lights..
16
(This would have a world-wide potential export. market).
Club News
20
.(c) Allow the use of unused R.A.F. alme.ld facilities for a nominal sum to
R.A.C Gliding Certif1cates .
23 '
Flying Clubs.
(d) Pay half the cost of getting an " A " under present regulations. (Under 25.)
COVER PICTURE:
(e)
Pay
half t,he. cost oJ 5 hours' flying per year for all .. Ab initios .. "A"
.. Th. Old Way of Training." Czech
for the first two years prOVided the)l' are under 25. After that they
National Training S'hool, Ra"a, Kin.Exokta, Agfa-super Pan. F 5 cnJ.-5.6-should I>e able to pay for their own flying, and
1/100 seC••
(f) Don't bring in useless and costly regulations.
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SCOTTISH SOARING SITES SURVEY
By JACQUES COCHEME

aim of this party was to tryout some of the
T,·HEsoaring
available around BALADo BRIDGE

AIRFIELD in Kinross, the headquarters of the Scottish
Gliding Union,
Early in the spring of this year I spent a month
in the Meteorological Office at 18 Group, R.A.F.
Coastal Command, dUl'ing which I had been over
some of the ground involved by train, bus, and on
foot. It appeared to offer good hill soaring for
practically every wind direction, contrast for producing thennals, the promise of standing waves, and
. finally anabatic and slope thermal soaring of the
kind developed in Switzerland and, as yet, practically
untried in this country. Besides demonstrating
further the possibilities of Scotland as a g,liding
resort, it was intended that this survey should
provide fil'st hand experience in the organisation
and running of expeditions for the systematic
collection of soaring data away from regularly
organised sites. It was also hoped that an opportunity might arise to contribute to the science of
soaring meteorology. It was intended to select
daily the site to be investigated according to the
weather conditions, present ami forecast, and then
to concentrate on it a sufficient number of flights
to avoid the unreliability of isolated personal experience. This required a mobility which could
only be made possible by the use of aero towing.
The expedition. was under the kind patronage
of Professor David Brunt, F.R.S. To the final
muster on Monday, August 2nd, at the KIRI{LANDS
HOTEL, a fishers hotel which the S.G. U, was hrealdng
gently to the ways of gliders, came J. C. H.ICE with
his " Tiger Moth" tug and a road party cOlnposed
of his wife and his son and dallghter-in·!aw who
brought up his cream "Olympia:" Dr. IVANOFF
and his" Camel" supported by Miss MARY GREAVES,
TONY REILLY, a spare pilot, and myself with my
Olympia" AIRY TALKS" of a hue which perplexes
the Philistine. 'liVe were joined locally hy DONALD
CAMPBELL with his beautiful spotless little " H -17 ..
which he built. The machines were kept at BALADO
in the hangar of MACDONALD AIRCRAFT LTD. 'Ve
became temporary members of the S.G.U., whose
officials and some of whose memt>ers were extremely
helpful and generous. . 'Weather information was
kindly given to me over the telephone by the forecasting staff of the Meteorological Office at 18 Group.
The first series of flights was planned to last a
fortnight.
During these first 15 days of August
the weather irr S. E. Scotland was terrible: the rainfall
was most exceptionally heavy, and there .was an
almost total absence of sunshine or wind, the two
motive forees of soaring flight. One depression after
another passed to the south of us. (They had no
business to be there. They should have been
skimming the Arctic Circle). In the intervals of
fair weather, never far away fTOm convergence areas,
the top of the convective layer was very humid,
and either it was already dogged up with multilayer
clouds in large grey patches, or it would soon flatten

out the first flush of convection into a cloudy lid
on any further thermal production. Very little was'
achieved during that period: on Tuesday tl1e 3rd,
late in the afternoon I had, in a light south easterly
wind, a pleasant hour in what appeared to be an
almost continuous wind shadow cum slope thermal
off the west flank of THE BISHOP which the setting
sun, lighting up the industrial haze in the FORTH
valley, was quietly waFming. 1 was able to fly
back to BALADO as by LOCH LEVEN, on one side or
the other of its shore, there always seems to be gentle
circulation lift, on which to lean' until the runways
of the airfield are reassuringly hidden by the nose
of the sailplane. The rest of the week was taken
up with uneventful local flying whenever it was not
too wet. 'Ne ha.d the visit of Mr. Burdett of the
Ail' Registration Board Who availed himself of the
opportnnity .to add' another chapter to be approved
by his organisation of Campbell's "H.17." Thrice
he was towed to a height made to look even greater
by the small span of the glider.
On Sunday the 8th, a deep depression coming
up the EnglIsh Channel gave us at . last somewhat
stronger winds from the N.N.E. The weather
was cloudy with intermittent rain, as there were,
in addition, a few old fronts floating about. I vanoff,
riding his "Camel," and Reilly in the Rice
" Olympia" were towed by Rice to BENARTY HILL
where each had two ann a half hours' hill soaring
at between 2,000 and 2,500 ft. landing, as agreeet,
at the bottom of its bowl where there are several
convenient pastures. I can imagine in fair detail
a certain type of weather, not uncommon, in which
the llill lift of Benarty would provide a most convenient platform where to wait for the first morning
ebullition of a fast unstable a,irstream and start
on a Cl'OSS country flight which would not be limited
by the lack of land. Be this as it may Benarty
hacl been soated for the first time and Ivanoff and
Reilly had collected useful measurements on the
size and extent of its lift at various heights for
that day.
Meanwhile Jack Rice had towed me off for a
first crack at the DOLLAR ''''AVE. As soon as I 'began
looking at maps of the area I was captivated by
the contours of th~ steep southern slopes of the
OCAlLS from Dollar to ALVA. With a wind from
the northernly quarter and an ai.r mass in which
vertical exchange of momentum was not too free
one would be entitled to expect substantial lee lift.
The cloud picture on that day was somewhat confused. (Too much importance, I venture to say,
is given to it by the newly wave conscious soaring
fraternity: each lens shaped cloud in the sky does
not make a standing waye; and there is much that
goes on in clear air). When we got to Dollar, to
be confrorited by the peculiar brusque turbulence
of the shear layer, I was flying with a nervous left
hand on the yellow knob, and a sudden flash made
me release, unintentionally. 1 found myself in a
down dra Ight and came down from 1,4-00 feet in
'
2
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70 seconds, landing amongst cows, their sides shining
with rain. There must have been fair lift not very
far away.
Vie then reverted to dull listless days and Lvanoff,
ReiIly and Mary Greaves departed with" Camel"
entire. Some more local flying was done, after that,
I converted to tug piloting thus making it possible
for Rice to fly his "Olympia." On Friday the
13th, with an approaching ridge and still some
humid air at inversion level, the convection once
more choked itself early in the morning and we
visited AIRWORKS at PERTH to demonstrate sailplane towing. On the way back, in the clearing
skies of a convection evening, the wind was blowing
from the north as the ridge of high pressure had
come in. vVe therefore, made a detollr to Dollar
where I released at 4,000 ft. I found gentle lift
and decided to glide back to Balado forthwith ,in
order to make sure of another try later when the
effect would be bolstered up by the evening surface
inversion. There was support in the lee of the
OCHILS all the way back.
Full of high tea we set
off again at 20.2,0, The band of lift was punctuatell
by tenuous condensation. 1 cast off at 4,500 ft.
and, after some fumbling, managed to remain above
4,000 ad libitum, once climbing to 4,700 ft, Just
as I was beginning to enjoy myself and relax, my
thighs no longer knotted with anxious rudder work,
darkness forced me to dive back at Balado. 1
had been airborne for one hour. Meanwhile Rice
had throttled back and using his extraordinary
ability to fly his " Tiger" at substalling speed he
was investigating the wave and collecting most
valuable ,information on its vertical currents:
without changing his engine setting he came down to
2,000 ft. and went IIp again to 3,600 ft" circling

thl'Ough the tenuous cloud in which turbulence
caused him to stall the" Tiger" at 40 m.p,h. The
gradient wind was less than 20 knots. 'With a
little more wind pressure fed into it, I am sure that
the Dollar wave is good for at least 10,000 ft.
At this juncture, I would like to suggest that
if the name standing wave is used, as there seemed
to be 11, tendency to use it, to describe a very wide
variety of lift phenomena not always of a strictly
kind, the expression, if retained must perforce be
considered to have become most generic.
After this the weather again became bad or useless
with the exception of Monday the 16th, when we
were presented with fairly deep unstable air. In
this I had two flights of one hour's duration each of
the kind which seems to ,:muse the sad chronicler
of the Dunstable Oub; when the aim is height
and the [oeslllt: a little distance only. Tile Hext
morning Jack Rice flew away,
A second series of flights was planned for the
beginning of September when the chance of finding
wave generating weather was greater. As the
attendance of Rice to this second meeting was
doubtful, alternative provision had to be Inade for
aero towing. Innocently I believed that the fitting.
and approval of a glider towing attachment of a
previously approved design to a type of 'aircraft
for the fitting to which it had already been approved
was a simple and expeditious matter. I know
better now, On Monday, September 6th, arrived
Dr. lvanoff, Mr. Hanks, Miss Mary Greaves and the
" Camel." Rice was unable to come. The hook
fitting saga was still tortuously progressing. (I am
glad to say that approved tugs are now available
both at Balado and Perth), We had, therefore,
to resort to other forms of launclling on that Monday.,

•
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ilia fair westerly wim!. I was, ill anticipation. auto

towed ~ith lucal help to I.<WU ft. Finding lift over
MILNATflORT I crossed the loch near its northem
shore to soar the BISHOP and experience a particularly
striking instance of what I suggest might be called
pseudo hill lift: a form of lift ahead of a soaring
slope caused by a surface inversion. vespertine or
othenvise.
The next day, in very similar weather, I damaged
my glider whilst being auto launched. The circumstances are particularly tantalizing: as I was
airborne ann climbing, having jettisoned my wheels,
a passenger in the tug car exclaimed that I was off
(the ground), whemupon the driver, assuming that I
was off (the cable) stopped the car without looking
back-unlike that of a cable break the deceleration
was gradual and I stalled in pushing the rubber
shock absorber through the keel.
During the following days. with b~ief frontal
interruptions, the fast fair westerlies rersisted. In
such weather a surge of pressure of the western
seaboard would produce a wave generating air
stream. Convinced that the Dollar wave could be
contracted with a winch launch from a ridge in the
valley (which coincided with the lowest roll cloud
and may well be inducing a kind of resonance effect).
we looked for and found a very convenient field,
400 yards long, on the farm of a Mr. Scobie who
kindly aIlO\,"ed us to operate from it. It was l~P
wind of and not very far from the scene of my rapid
descent in August. The next step was to transport
a winch from the top of Bishop Hill to this field near
COALSNAUGHTON, south of TILLlCOULTRY. This
major operation took several days and was made
possible by the help of Mr. GEORGE WHITE of ~he
S.G.U., a sportsman who can produce anythmg
from a typewriter to a tractor. The winch was in
position by Monday and on Wednesday 15th, as
the weather cleared after the passage of a fron t, and
in the wind near behind it, the Dollar wave was seen
to be operating. Lunch forgotten, with the slow
haste of trundling cumbrous equipment, we made
for Scobie's field which, we found particularly
slippery. By the time we were ready a few hours
sunshine appeared to have broken up the LAMINAR
CORRUGATION of the airflow.
Nevertheless we
launched Calupbell who oFlly found " Burbly lift"
and had the misfortune to damage his" H-17"
coming in. When, having put the machil~~ J;>ack i~
it5 trailer, we got ready to launch the
Camel
in this evening inversion, the supper smoke of
TILLlCOULTRY showed us that the wind had backed
sufficiently to be blowing along the valley; after
skating Donald off her slippery. side the wave had
disappeared. There was nothmg left to do but
dis-member the .• Camel" and return to Kinross.
The wave did not come back during the next two
days. There was plenty of tidying up to do and
we did not fly the .. Camel" which returned to
England entire, once more.
The second series of flights had, immediately.
achieved even less tha.n the first. But this sort of
failure is, in many ways, more interesting, and even,
more enjoyable tha.n ready made sQaring.
].C.
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IN

FRANCE

The Beynes International Competition
by GUY BORGE
HE French Aeronautical Federation organized
.
an international competition at Beynes Soaring
Centre in August last.
The French competitors flew .. Weihe," .. Air
lOO," or" Nord 2000." while 6 entrants, from Spain
(Ara Torrell, ]uez), Switzerland (Kuhn, Schachenmanll). Sweden (Akerberg), Egypt (Kamil). used
similar machines: "vVeihe,"" Air 100," or" Nord
2000."
The winner must gain the greatest number of
points, earned by goal and altitude flights.
On the opening day, August 8th, wind was too
strong (60 miles), and nobody flew.
On August 9th, a sensational climb in a Cumulonumbus cloud gave M.azoyer the first place of the
day:
endudng numerous electrical discharges,
he gained 20,631 feet of height.
On August 10th and 11th, bad weather prevented
flying, but on the 12th, Alwin Kuhn broke the
Swiss Altitude Record, and performed the best
distance of the day. Beltrando, a young pilot, got
his Golden" C" Altitude.
1st. Kuhn. Distance: 96 miles. Altitude gain:
15,134 ft.
2nd. Mazoyer. 95.5 miles and 11,562 ft.
3rd. Beltrando. 83.5 miles and 12,287 ft.
A ugust 13th. In spite of worse meteorological
conditions, strong wind with rain, there were some
good flights:
1st. Rosset. 155 miles and 9,413 ft.
2nd. Pierre. 176 miles and 7,422 ft.
3rd. Schachenmann. 147 miles and 8,640 ft.
4th. Lepanse. 134 miles and 8,134 ft.
The 15th was a weak day:
1st. Lepanse. 38 miles and 6,284 ft.
2nd. Mazoyer. 47 miles and 1,758 ft.
The 16th showed the abilities of Lepanse and
Pien-e, who, alone, performed their goal flight of
32 miles. But it is curious to record such a different
altitude gain, although both were flying" Weihes."
1st. Lepanse. 32 miles and 8,659 ft.
2nd. Pierre. 32 miles and l.892 ft.
At~gust 17th.
Mazoyer alone made a goal flight:
34 miles. Pierre did the best altitude gain: 6,560
ft., a remarkable achievement for conditions of the
day.
At~gust 19th.
Lambert and Kuhn collected the
rest of their Gold " C" badges with the same di~
tance:
1st. Lambert. 193 miles and 9,735 ft.
2nd. Kuhn. 193 miles and 9,003 ft.
3rd. Schachenmann. 168 miles and 8,620 ft.
4th. Gasnier. 197.5 miles'and 3,811 ft.
On the 20th. 11 sailplanes soar to Belgium.
Rosselet gets his Gold .. C "badge. Pierre perlOlmS
his Golden" C " distance again by landing in Liege,
his goal, and wins the first place of the day:
1st. Pierre. 200 miles and 9,905 ft.
2nd. Beltrando. 179 miles and 6,264 ft.
3rd. Rousselet. 189 miles.
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RESULTS

THE SOHAJ (ZLIN-25)

1st.
2nd.
3rd.
4th.
5th.

Mazoyer (France). .. Weihe." 1,723 points.
Kuhn (Switzerland)... Weihe." 1,380 points.
Pierre (France). .. Weihe." 1,374 points.
Lepanse (France) ... Weihe." 1,254 points.
Schachenmann (Switzerland).
.. Air 100."
1,130 points.
6th. Ara Torrell (Spain) ... Weihe." 949 points.
7th. Rosset (France)
lord 2000." 942 points.
8th. Lambert (France),
Air 100." 902 points.
and 14 other competitors.
During the contest, the entrants flew 450 hours
for 8,773 miles. In spite of the bad weather, it is
noteworthy to see that several competitors made
together some long distances and important <J.ltitude
gains during storms. Another noticeable fact is the
good flying of very young amateur pilots such as
Pierre and Beltrando, who acquired their training
at the Beynes Soaring Centre.
V'Ve hope that this Competition will be organized
again next year, but with some more publicity. A
week before it began, nobody knew the name of
the entrants !
English pilots could find here, in a flat site as
Beynes, similar conditions to their own and take
the opportunity to perform some long distance
flights.
Their presence would be welcomecl.
GUY BORGE.

The latest high-performance sailplane now flying
In Czechoslovakia.
T. REX YOUNG

A LTHOUGH the gliding
~l.11d soaring fraternity of
have for the past three years
C~echoslovakla

been US1l1g the large number of German o-liders and
sailplanes which fell to them at the end ol'the World
\Var, they have not neglected to make provision for
future reqJhements.
Their .. Honza" primary has now replaced the
German .. S.G.-38" for ab i'ltitio training; their
.. ~rajanek" intermediate sailplane has proved
a worthy successor to the ubiquitous .. Grunau "
and is in use at nearly all their schools and clubs;
and they have now produced, in the "Sohaj,"
a high-efficiency sailplane of attractive appearance
and impressive performance, which will replace the
" Olympias" and "Weihes;" and thus complete
their main requirements in the single-seater field.
The" Sohaj " is in fact a design of considerable
merit and attraction, and is of all the more interest
because it is the last design produced before the
recent trend of political events in Czechoslovakia.
he f.uselage is of oval section, with a plywood
!;km bUIlt up on thre~ main longerons. The nosepiece includes a detachable electron fairing giving
access to the forward controls and pulleys; rudderpedals, and. release-hook. The cockpit is spacious
and well laid out, containing a neat instrumentpanel, a back-type parachute compartment behind
the pilot's seat, and with the auxiliary control-levers
(tail-trim, rudder-adjustment and dive-brakes) all
well placed and coming conveniently to hand. Large
leather pockets are available on both sides of the
seat, and a comfortable leather seat cushion is also
provided.
The cockpit hood is of the one-piece perspex
bubble typ.e giving very adequate headroom and an
excellent vIew. The hood contains ventilators and is
fitt~d with adjustable curtains to prevent sUJ1:glare.
.It IS fully removable and not hinged.
The landing-skid is of orthodox design, with two
rubber shock absorbers, and is faired with leathercloth.
The. mai!,plane. is of cantilever monospar constructIOn WIth a dlagona~ subsidiary spar at the root
end. Th~ leading edge is of plywood torsion box
constructl?n, the plywood being diagonally set.
-:r:he rema:mder ?f the mainplane, together with the
ailerons, I.S fa1;>nc cove~ed .. The aileron fittings are
anchored 111 re111forced rIbs m the wings. Attachment
to the fuselage incorporates oIi:hodox fittings, with
one main bolt for top main-spar anchorage, and four
secondary bolts in two pairs for attachment of the
lower end of the mainspar and of the auxiliary spar.
The mainpl~ne can be hinged on the four secondary
bolts, penruttmg .the I?",:~ring of the wing-tips to
ground level dunng nggmg or de-rigging.
The
centre-section gap is covered with a: removable
plywood fairing.
. The tailplane is of monospar construction, with
dIagonally set plywood covering. The elevator is

:r

N ems trom FraBee
A NEW WORLD RECORD
On the 21st September, 1948, Messrs. Rousselet
ancl Faivre, the former all instructor and the latter
a mechanic, broke the Two-seater altitude record
at the Saint Auban National Centre. Aero-towed to
984 feet at 4 p.m., they climbed to 22,468 feet in
a special" Kranich " equipped with oxygen. They
landed at 6.37 p.m.

SOARING STATISTICS
During the 8 first months of 1948, the Soaring
National Centres have registered great activity,
indicated by the following figures: from the 1st
January, 1948, to the 31st August, 22,960 soaring
hGlUrs were flown in 97,lJ72 launches. During this
period, 331 .. B" badges, 246 .. C" badges, 501
legs of Silver .. C," lO4 complete Silver .. C," 43
legs 01 Golden .. C " and 6 complete Golden .. C "
were acquired.

SILVER" C" BADGES
The number of French Silver .. C" holders
increases rapidly, The last list, issued by the French
Aero-Club, exceeds the 400 mark. There are in
France 402 .. official" Silver" C" holders to-day.
But the actual number is more because the French
Aero-Club publishes them very late. The preceding
paragraph shows that in the National Centres alone
(without the Aero-Clubs) 104 Silver .. C" were
obtained during the first 8 months of 1948.
6
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" A " Certificates
23
18
" B" Certificates
" C" Certificates
7
Instructor Certificate for 2-seater
I
Many of the older members have left the club
for 'various reasons, some going into private or
commercial flying. Two' past members are now
Icelandic aircraft pilots, one in the Loftleider
(" Skyways ") and the other in Flugfelag Islands
(" Icelandic Airways "). Fonr others have completed their commercial pilot's licences.
The Secretary of the club who very kindly showed
me ronnd the club and explained the progress that
had been made, is a police officer in Akureyri and
has devoted a lot of time and energy in its development. He has also learnt to fly power aircraft,
having a private flying licence with 100 hours' flying
time.
At the outbreak of war the aerodrome was taken
over for defence purposes and gliding was at first
forbidden. Due to efforts of the secretary however,
efforts were made for gliding to continue at specifie
times.
No serious accident has occurred during the
history of the club. The" Grunau 9" sustained
slight damage three times but this' was repaired
locally in each case.
Reciprocal arrangements are in force with the
parent club at Reykjavick in the south, members
visiting each other's gliderdrome as desired and
frequent liaison visits are made each way. It
is hoped to glide in both directions between Reykjavick and Akureyri but the presence of glaciers is
bad for the formation of thermals.
W.H.S.

also of monospar design, fabric covered, with a
trimming tab on the starboard side. Attachment to
the fuselage is three-point. The fin is removable,
monospar, plywood covered, and attached to the
fuselage by metal fittings and bolts. The rudder
construction follows that of the elevator, and is
anchored by three vertical bolts the lowest of which
is fastened by nut and split-pin.
. The controls are well designed and are light in
operation.
The rudder pedals are adjustable in
flight. Aileron control is differential, operated by
push rods, levers, and cables.
The normal provision of instruments includes:
A.S.I., T. & B. Indicator, Altimeter, 5-m./sec. and
15-m./sec. Variometers, Compass, and Clock. Optional
extras include navigation lights, battery, and parachute. General performance data is as follows : Dimensions:
Wing span
49.12 feet
Length
23.45
Height
3.94 "
1.'10.7 sq. ft.
'Wing area
Weights:
Empty weight 364 lb.
Useful load
210 "
574"
Gross weight
Wing Loading
3.8 lb. p. sq. ft.
Performance: Gliding Angle: 1:27 at 46.8 m.p.h.
Sinking Speed: 2.13 f.p.s. at 37.5
m.p.h.
Stalling Speed: 31 m.p.h.
Winch Launching Speed: 56 m.p.h.
Maximum Aero-Towing Speed: 93.7
m.p.h.
Maximum Diving Speed (W/Brakes):
134 m.p.h.
The illustrations reveal the pleasing appearance,
good lines, and workmanlike cockpit of the" Sohaj,"
and it is apparent that in this modern design the
Czechs have produced a highly efficient sailplane of
the I5-metre class.

GLIDING IN
NORTHERN ICELAND
Gliding Club was
A KUREYRI
Aprit, lf937, with 8 members.

founded on 9th
A" Grunau 9"
was built in the town and transported to a field at
Melgedis. Melar, 13 miles south where is now situated
Akureyri aerodrome. This was soon augmented
by a 2-seater " Scweitzer" from America and since
then the membership has grown to about 50, members
practicing on the above aerodrome every week-end
in the Summer. The accommodation now consists
of two Rissen huts on the aerodrome, one used as a
hangar and the other for· sleeping accommodation and
a third nissen hut in Akureyri is used as a workshop.
Dnring the winter months the club meets at regular
intervals for discussions and constructional work.
A "Grunau Baby II" is now in course of construction.
The following successes have been recorded to
date : 7
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STRATOSPHERE GLIDING-Flight Report
Gliding at the height o' H.460 metres (37,800 ft.),

(World's Reeo,rd Height).

By ERICH KLOCHNER
vVhile on
N the morning of October llth, 1940; at about these mountains was not visible.
. 6.30 a.m. just before the sun rose, there was a previous occasions when there had been a wet
wondeIful dawn, making' the sky quite red in the south wind the "wall" had run usually in an
east. (The point of observation-Aiming).
At east-westerly direction, this time it ran towal'ds
what seemed a very great height lay cloud-formations the north from Venice to the Glockner and then
across the eastern Alps, that seemed to rise higher progressed in a south-eastern direction along
and higher in waves. The lighting also helped to the Sonnblicks-Ankogel.Hochalm peak and so on.
give the impression that the clouds were very high There, where the north edge of the "wall"
"p. Across the Central Alps lay a heaving cloud (Moazagetl) lay, a fluctuating cloud began practically
that looked as though it had been cut off at its perpendicularily to stretch itself northward. In
southern side, this could be estimated to be at the foreground of the Alps lay some single Groundabout the height of the " Cirrus" and evaporated
mist-patches. Wh.ile I with a practically continuous
at"the northern chain of the Alps. About half way south course and a climbing speed of 1.5 m/sec.
up there were a lot of tattered clouds that didn't rose in glorious sunshine to the front edge of the
promise a south wind and that partly covered the l'vIoazagotl, I reached its base at 8,000 m. Between
big cloud wave. Added te all this there was a ground
7,000 and 8,000 m. the" upward" wind went down
mist that prevenfed a tow. Having spoken to the a little.
I noticed, how on the nearer, upper
.. met." department a tow was promised as soon edge, the cloud was showing signs of dissolving.
as the mist had cleared a little. In the meanwhile AHer that I flew in a south eastern direction along
the great cloud had wandered further and further the cloud as it was still showing sharp outlines
south so that it seemed that we had a north wind there. Now I was also able to get a better climbinghigh lip. But this was a mistake as we discovered speed of about 2 m/sec. The cloud ran, when
later. We started at about 8.30 a.m. I was in the seen through a cut, in the shape of a wedge southglider" Kmnich D-Il-4002," .. Peter" towed by ward, through this the upper front edge seemed to
"He 46-D-JHAA."
In the airport at Aiming a lie as far as the weather-side of the Central peaks,
west wind was blowing at ground level. At ground and could be estimated to be at a height of 13-14 km.
level there was a slight tendency to depression. At The cold made itself already painiully felt.
The
first we were towed westward along the mountains.
control column could only be moved with both hands.
At the height of Traunstein we turned south west The rudder squeaked at the least little touch.
in the direction of Innbruck. Above the Wetterstein and in the hull cracking noises could be heard.
:Mountains a fluctuating cloud rose into great height
(All through the cold). TIle clmld had marked itself
with several interruptions. (Lentikularis-Duplikatus). out beautifully and I did not doubt that this time
At about 3,000 m. there were strong squalls but only I would succeed in passing the 10,000 metre limit.
for about 200 m. Dunng the rest of the tow we dId As my altimeter did not show more than 10,000 m.
not meet any more squalls. \\'hen our fleet or train
I decided regardless of the .. up-wind" to stop
of gliders were at abOut the height of the l<:aiser climbing on reaching about 500 rn. above the
;\,llmntains we turned south east again as there was a
10,000 m. mark, as I should have no control
stronger fluctuating cloud (or wave cloud) across the on the height reached and especially as I was
Central Alps than across the Wetterstein Mountain nearing the boundary where even when breathing
and this was more favourable to gliding. At' 5,.000 the purest oxygen the inner organ give way
m. we reached Zell am See (Pinzgau) in the Salzach as a result of the low pressure.
The lift got
valley from the west. Here we fell a little but soon stronger in places, sometimes as much as 4 m./sec.
we began to rise aga.in. I let go north west of the r got nearer the 10,000 metre limit. Extraordinary
.. Gross-Glockner '~ peak at about 5,700 m. During squalls and gust came up. Th.e machine made,
the tow, from Sa]zachtal onwards we had gone through although I was in an "up-wind," several
three "Plus and Minus lift fields".
I found
tipping-movements on the length and the cross
myself at the moment of unhooking on the axis, it was the same feeling as in a. covered
front edge of a 'characteristic " southern fluctuating airplarle·stand although the A. S. 1. showec1 90-100
cloud" that lay high above me. I had let go at the km/h. This" swimming sight" was about 100 111.
right moment, because as soon as I had done so I thick. I found myself still on the front side
found myself in a "lift area" ef I./i metres per of the cloud.
The altimeter was now showing
second. As the speed of the wind at this height more than 10,500 m.
The time used for the
seemed quite fast (60-60 kilometres/h.) I couldn't last 500 m. had seemed long.
Emotionally I
1T~ake much headway with a southel'n course.
I felt as though I were much higher than 10,500 m.
had time now to look at the general weather Bodily I felt well in so far, that I only had a light
conditions.
pressure-aChe in my head. The cold, h6wever, was
As on all days with a southern wind that can be practically unbeara\jle, especially in the hands and
used for gliding there was a wall of damp feet. I decided to interrupt the flight although
southern wind. At a height, north of the Glockner· there was still an " up-wind" of more than 2 m/sec.
Venice massive· the cloud-bank -towards the I wanted to use the" dive-brakes," but even using
south was dissolving itself.
The summit of the greatest strength I could not (the reason being
8
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the excessive cold}. I could not fly north as a great
cloud stood in the way and great .. upheavals"
were probably taking place within them. Therefore
I flew southwards looking for a down-wind-area.
Suddenly I got a 3-4 m/sec. climb and I pressed the
machine to a speed of 150 km/h. but this gave me
partly a climb of 0-1 m/sec. On the .. Kranich "
a speed of 150 km/h. corresponds to an
.. lip·wind " of about 15 m/sec.
As I, at the
beginning, in spite of the high speed only fell a little
and couldn't find a down-draught; 1 have to
openly confess that for the first time in my career
as a. glider-flyer the. thought came to me .. how do I
descend."
I was now flying an easternly
course and found at last the wished for .. down"
where I, through continuous spirals quickly lost
height.
As my altimeter showed 8,000 m.,
I found myself above Zell am See.
To get
out of the· cold as quickly as possible I dived
steeply .and .arrived at my port of departure
smoothly after a flight of 3 hours at about 11.30
a.m. My feet and fingers showed light "igns of
frost bite. About 15 minutes after landing I felt
sl,ightly indisposed and had quite a strong headache.
The calculations according to the .. Meteorog,raph "
that I had with me gave the absolute height as
11,460 m. and a temperature of-55 degrees centigrade.
I would like to mention that while gliding at about
9,000 m. I saw on the Moazagotl.c1oud a" Glory"
or .. Halo" with a diameter of approximately 18-20
metres.
Aiming, October 12th, 1940.

A xel-Perssol1. at Sa.med<lll before the flight.

Here I went up at a speed of up to 12 m/sec. At
5,000 m. I began to use oxygen. At 5,700 m. I got
on my way towards Oberalp (the higher Alp) and
Furka. Above the Quell (Well) district of the Rhone
I met the two Swiss, Maurer and K\lhn, with whom
I flew as far as Fiesch. There I decided to dive
again into a cloud as I had definitely been losing
height. I climbed lip to 4,800 m. above sea level in
order to continue my flight along the southern slope
of the Bern Alps. I found a splendid cloud that
was just forming itself above the Six Noir; this
was going to be very useful to me as I had Slink
again to 3,100 m. I flew in at once and rose quickly
again. But already at 4,000 m. I was forced to
notice that ice was forming on my brave bird. On
the tips of the wings the ice was in places as thick
as 2·3 cm. :My cabin was also getting covered by
ice so that I could only see through the small side
windows. At 5,300 m. above sea level I reached the
top of the cloud and took a westerly course again.
On account of the ice I was losing height rapidly:
the ice did not melt before I came as low as 3,500 m.
At 2,900 m. I reached the district of St. Maurice,
where I decided to flyover the Savoy Hills as there
seemed to be favourable conditions. I gained. some
height above the Pointe de Grange and worked
myself pretty easily across the French shore of the
Lake of Geneva to\Vard~ Geneva itself. The lift
was so favourable that I reached the Rhone town
:with a height of 3,000 m. Here the question al'Ose
of course, should I fly on or land. If I landed
in Geneva it would mean that they would multiply
the distance that I had flown with the factor 1.3.
Therefore I should have had to fly at least another
90 km. in order to get the equal number of points.
As however, the transport would take very long and
perhaps hinder me from taking part in other c6111petitions, I decided to land.

GOAL FLYING SAMEDAN-GENEVA
By P. A. Persson (Sweden).
lVinne-r of the lnte-rnational Glide-r Flying Competition
of the F. A. I., H)48.
STARTED with the wind in my .. Weihe ..
at about 10.20.
At first I had some
difficulty in reaching a sufficient height to leave
the .. Engadin." Not until 1 reached the Piz
Ot did I find a favourable cloud into which I flew
and with the help of blind.flying-instruments worked
myself up to 4,000 m. above sea level. Tow~rds
12.30 I reached the district of Piz d'err, after having
left the above cloud at its highest point and taking
a westerly course. Soon I 'had to return, however,
to my north-easterly course; as the district in the
west was covered by clouds. Nevertheless I reached
the Borough of Tiefencastel, over which I was able
to fly by .. ground sight." [flew Iurther towards
Tusis, later to turn into the Valley of the Further.
Rhine. Here too I found favourable conditions:
in the upper part of the valley, above the Barenhorn,
a beautiful CUMULUS attracted me, it seemed
to promise me the attainment of great height. I
was actually able to make use of this cloud and reach a
height of nearly 5,000 m. above sea level. I left
this cloud with a northern course to fly into the
Near Rhine valley. I sank, however, to 2,800 m.
and was therefore' desperately in need of more
height. Above the Piz Sezner I dived into a great
Cumulus, after I had assured myself that no
dangerous mountain peaks were hidden therein.

I
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STANDING WAVES AT CAMPHILL
the National Soaring Contests were held
IN at1986Camphill.
The first Saturday of the Competitions was warm and bright. and in the evening,
one of the last pilots to take off was Fred Coleman
in the" G.B. " which he had made himself at the
cost of some domestic felicity. He landed when it
was almost dark .after what might almost be called
an epic flight, reaching 4,000 feet and only managing
to get down by flying for long periods at over 60
m.p.h.
That was the first evening, thermal at Camphill
and was so called because it was believed to be due
to warnl air rising from the valley after being displaced by cold air from the slopes of the surrounding
hills. There were several different theories but
this- was the one generally accepted. It was too
high for hill lift, too late for thermal lift, it was above
the clouds sometimes and the standing wave had
not yet been invented. What else could it be but
evening thermal.
Fred's flight was quickly followed by others the
circumstances being neady always the same. Low
demd far away in the west, a warm day and a north
west wind. Sometimes gentle lift in clear air and
sometimes strong lift with cloud forming on the
Edge.
This theory was occasionally upset by outstanding
flights in conditions not easily explained. On the
2nd July, 19:3.8, Charles Verity, in a .. Tutor,"
climbed over light scattered strato-cumulus to reach
4,000 feet at mid·day. In April, 1946, also, Charles
reached 5, WO feet off Rebellion Knoll and many
other pilots obtained 4,000 feet and over in clear
air. The flight that really finished the evening
thermal theory was by G. O. Smith in April, 1947,
when he reached about 4,000 feet well out in front
of the south slope.
These flights which failed to fit any theory other
than that of the standing wave, gradually undermined
the evening thermal theory until a flight of over
10,000 feet put the matter beyond question as
regard~ many unusual flights at Camphill.
Many will regret the passing of the evening thermal.'
It was a good friend and a fairly regular attender
at the Club. More than one pilot has sneaked a
" C" Certificate in a " Nacelle" in air as smooth
as cream. The standing wave has, in a manner of
speaking, come to stay, but in the evening our old
friend will have the last word because a standing
wave after tea will always be known as the evening
thermal.
The pilot who was fOli:unate enough to contact
the standing wave on two successive week-ends
sends the following account : I took off in the" Olympia" at 2.55 p.m. It was
fair and warm and the wind was about due west
IS m.p.h. There was some broken strato·cumulus
at 1,500 feet and conditions were obviously fairly
good. I dropped the winch wire at 500 feet and made

One short beat to the n@rth, by which time I had
reached a temporary lull at 1,000 feet. Derek
Roper, in the Club" Kite," who had been launched
at about 2.45 p.m. appeared out of the cloud just
on my right. I turned south to find some more
lift and Derek turned north. 'When I turned north
again, not two minutes later, the'" Kite " was over
Rebellion Knoll at 2,500, far above me. I scuttled
off to Rebellion Knoll and almost immediately I
encountered stmng lift. I arrived at the Knoll,
which is the northern-most point of the Bradwell
Edge, and as the lift had dropped to 6 inches a·
second, was turning sOuth again when I noticed
Derek at least 2,000 feet above me, in the Vhong
Place, that is, wen behind Rebellion Knoll.
I think, myself, that machines never look quite
50 well from underneath but I remembel' noticing
how stFikingly the white" K,ite" showed up against
the clear blue sky as I swallowed my pride and tucked
myseIf underneath it. The lift was good behind the
Edge and the altimeter soon showed 3,000 feet, the
"Kite" still far above.
. The general situation at this point was as follows:
We were soaring behind Rebellion Knoll and doing
weH, but the ground was almost entirely covered
in every direction by a layer. of strato-cumulus
between 1,000 and 3,000 feet. The only thing to be
seen through the one' small gap was the cement
works chimney, smQking away. As I drifted further
back, the tops of the clouds behind me reared up
almost to the same level, visibly climbing, I ran
out of lift and began to sink towards the clQ>uds
below. I put the speed up and made for the gap
over the c11imney, being in a panic in case I should
get into cloud and miss the gap altogether. I need
not have worried. Just before I was about to dive
through the last bit of cloud before the Edge, I
noticed the rate of sink decrease, so I eased up and
ilew into gentle lift.
1 released somewhat and looked for Derek, last
seen heading north west, but he was nowhere to be
seen. I found out later that after reaching 4,000
feet he had gone back to the Club for a barograph.
I was now over Rebellion Knoll with the choice of
flying south over BradwelI Valley which was relatively
clear from directly overhead, or flying over more
cloud in the north to a gap which I could see over the
Ladybower Reservoir. I still had 6 inches of green
ball and as I thought the" Kite" was still heading
north west, I just kept on.
I had gentle lift all the way to the gap over the
reservoir, but when [ reached it, the lift went up
to 5 feet per second and stayed there. I drifted
very slowly north climbing steadily until I reached
10,500 feet on the altimeter (11,800 ft. A.S.L.).
There were times when the lift ran out. When
that happened it was usually because I had drifted
slightly east; as soon as· I centered over the gap
again, the lift came back.
IQ
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Further to the north, the clouds were thinning
to about two tenths, beneath was the reservoir at
Strines, and Stocksbridge appeared just to the
right. Behind I could see Sheffield through a gap
here and there, elsewhere was a smOQth sea of practi.
caJly unbroken cloud. A faint trace of rime appeared
on the wings of the machine but the sun beat down
thmugh the cockpit cover and bumed my face;
1 had no flying clothing or coat and the cockpit
temperature never altered from 60 degrees F.
At 10,500 the lift ran out and I looked round fot"
some other spot. I had noticed a large number
of I'enticular clouds lying about 2,000 feet above
the top of the strato-cumulus but I had not taken
much notice because I thought they ought to be
bigger, fewer, higher and further from the strata·
cumulus. 'Vhen I looked round, however, I saw
regiments of them right behind me, close, smooth
and! motionless.
I at once had thoughts of sitting on top of the
lenticular behind me and being carried to heights
which would make 10,000 feet look like a puddle
jump. However, as soon as I tumed down wind
the sink went up to eight feet and even as I turned
back again it went up to ten or fifteen. The lenticular
eloud was now directly below and very slightly in
front, ahead was the gap I had left. The more the
sink went up, the more I pushed the nose down until
in about twenty seconds I had reached 100 m.p.h.
The l'enticular grew with great speed and although
I knew I had started at least 4,000 feet above it
I had doubts abollt clearing the top. I reached the
gap again, after about two minutes, having, lost
about 3,000 feet. After this I decided not to do
any more exploring but to use the rest of my height
to try and find my way home. I had been watching
the clouds carefully and my impression was that they
had not changed their form to any great extent. I
guessed therefore that the dark shadow on the clouds
about five miles south·west might still be the gap
over Hope Valley. I went along to have a look
at it and was surprised and happy to see familiar
ground underneath. I landed at 5.10 p.m. and the
barograph showed 3,400 metres above take-off
height.
The second attempt took place on October 2nd.
The wind was about 15 m.p.h. rather south of west,
the sky being about four-tenths strato-cumulus.
I took off about 3.30 and for half an hour had the
utmost difficulty in maintaining 300 feet. At this
time the" Kite," the" Viking," and Fred Coleman's
" Olympia" were at 4,000 feet.
After sprottling nervously about for a little whil'e'
1 found some lift under what appeared to be a cloud
street runuing S.W. to N.E. over Great Hucklow;
there was some lift under and alongside this cloud
and by popping in and out I at last managed to get
almost level with the top. My impression was
that it was necessary to sit on top of the cloud to
do any good, therefore, instead of going right inside,
I turned N.E. and flew very dosely alongside in
gentle lift until I reached the higher cloud masses
just behind the back wall of the site. Rather
than venture inside, I turned back along the doud.
By this time] had reached 20,000 feet or so and was
just above the lower parts of the strato-cumulus.

Soon I was well over this cloud and heading W.S.W.
in about 2 feet per second lift. In contrast to the
previous occasion, the clouds closed in except for the
small spot directly underneath which I was soon
quite unable to see. This closing in gave me some
minutes of great uneasiness but it happened so
quickly and completely that it was never any good
trying to make a dash for it. I watched the pattern
of the clouds as closely as I could and for two hours
I didn't see the ground except for a few seconds on
two occasions, too brief to recognise the spot. There
appeared to be a little valley where the cloud was
lower than elsewhere and it seemed likely that this
valley was above, or related to, the position of the
Bradwell Valley. The higher clouds formed a
crescent, mainly lenticular, stretching from Great
Hucklow, back behind the site, round by Rebellion
Knoll and right forward to Mam Tor, or where I
imagined these places to be. The wind was strong
and smooth and the lift poor, I had to change my
position in the crescent continually and I kept losing
a couple of hundred feet trying to find the lift again.
Slowly, bit by bit, exercising much patience, I
managed to squeeze up to 7,800. The sun was
going down and I was sore, so in a temporary lull,
I clapped on the brakes and pointing to the cloud
valley mentioned above I sank down steadily, through
the lower layers and out of the bottom over Bradwell
Valley. I switched on the turn and bank indicator
on the way down but there was really no need for
it and one of the pleasantest recollections of the
whole flight was the swift smooth descent through
about 2,000 feet of cloud, marred only by the sudden
complete fogging of the cover on the outside.
We have been fortunate in experiencing the
standing wave on several occasions and although
we can scarcely have learned anything yet about
how to find and use it, it might be helpful to summarise what has afready been discovered. The
meteorological conditions favourable to the fOrmation
can best be left to the experts. The characteristics
of the condition usually result in the formation of
strato-cumulus which in the early stages, stops
short on the other side of the valley and forms
again over the site. It is necessary to get on top
of this layer when it will sometimes be found that
it shelves behind the site and commences to rise
another 1,000 feet or so. By flying on to the shelf
close to the higher parts of the cloud behind, it is
possible to climb over the tops over which lenticular
clouds are found at close and regular intervals. The
lenticular clouds seem to indicate the maximum
lift in the region and the best position seems to be
slightly ahead of the lenticular. The area of lift is
small and as the wind is usually very strong, circling
is out of the question. The lift is easily lost and
sometimes difficult to find again. The lenticulars
dissolve frequently and this may coincide with the
loss of lift although this is difficult to prove because
the lenticular which is giving lift is difficult to see.
So far, it has not been difficult to find the site
again for lack of visibillty, the cloud pattern on top
seems to retain enough shape fOf positioning purposes. The worst feature of the condition is the
tendency for the cloud base to come down on to the
hill.
11
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FIVE-HOUR LOCAL THERMAL FLIGHT
By T. HEX YOUNG
Date: 29th August. 1948.
Site: Lulsgate Airfield.
From: 13.05 hours.
To: 18.15 hours.

tMee. etc.) until tile entering la'lldmark comes rotmd
again, and I sta.rted the method, on this climb, with
the idea of using it to get centred in tile lift. On a
24-second circle. I first got. 8-seconds count on the
green ball. and 16-seconds O1t red. When greetl came
s a member of one of the few Clubs operating up again, we strat'ghtened out for a few seconds and
from a large airfield, I share with many the then re-entered the turn. whicll resulted in' 14-seconds
opinion that for ab initt'o training, a flat airfield on green a-Itd ID-seconds on red. Repeating this
scores heavily against all the known hill-soaring process once more, gave us green all round, and we then
sites.
continued tile climb in 24-second circles up to cloudA large airfield is also ideal for initial practice in base.
thermal circling, since its long launching-runs permit
Thus the system looked promising, and I resolved
very high winch-launches, and with a wide expanse to use it, with exploratory variations, in any subof perfect landing-area below, pilots can embark seqnent thermals that were found. It worked well
on early explorations with confidence and peace beyond expectation. ."We again" centred" green in
of mind. Silver-Of C " height climbs in thermals are three circles on the third climb; on the' next, the
also available when conditions are appropriate, and first circle gave only 4-seconds green against 20initiations into the thrills of aerotow are permanently seconds red, so with the knowledge that we were
on tap for cross-country aspirants.
only on the bare edge of the lift-area, we changed
Thus an airfield site can serve not only for early from a left-hand to a right-hand circle on re-entering
training, but also for all advanced flying up to the green-ball area, and promptly got green all
Silver-" C " category, if the Five Hours' Duration round.
flight can be completed in thermals instead of while
In subsequ~nt climbs, whenever a green-ball
flying in the rising air over a slope.
indication was first maintained for a greater part
It was to try out the chances of a "Thermal of the circle, we merely tightened our turn a little
Five Hours .. that I was launched from Lulsgate in during the brief indication of red, and this usually
.. Bluebird" on Sunday, the 29th August, in a S.\V. gave us green all round On the next count.
wind of 5JlO m.p.h. The flight plan was to remain
While the described circling technique is of course
within a three-mile radius of the airfield; to climb common practice, this method of counting. thus
up to cloud-base whenever possible (but not to enter clearly segmenting each circle, seem~ to improve
cloud); and to continue using all available lift technique by giving a clear mental pIcture of th.e
found within the six-mile circle, until either the position of the area of lift, and as the flight turned
thermals or my own endurance petered out. (In out to be of long enough duration to give it a thorou~h
the event, I nearly ran out of endurance, but was test I am now confident that it is well worthwhile
rarely short of thermals).
in practice. (Many thanks, Dudley !)
The cast-off from aer"otow was at ],700 feet, tW()
As the flight progressed, cloud-base rose to about
miles south-west of the aerodrome, and in the first
8,800 feet, giving a slightly larger margin for each
thermal we climbed to 2,900 feet in lift of 3 Lp.s., climb but the rate of lift remained at a modest
and were just in the lowest wisps of cloud·base when 3/5 f.p.s.' throughout, and the clouds were small iu
over the centre of the airfield. Increasing the air- size, having 110 great vertical depth, and no. g~eat
speed and rate of turn until zero lift was indicated turbulence beneath them. It was easy to remam Just
on the variometer, we circled just beneath this cloud,
below their base by moderately increasing the
and drifted to the north-east edge of our six-mile airspeed and the rate of turn, or alternatively flying
circle. whereupon we nosed down from cloud-base from one end of the base to the other, until they
and flew back towards another cloud that was started to petet- out, or were passing beyond the
approaching" from south of the side.
three-mile radius of the airfield.
The area below this cloud was reached with
Having made good progress with the "count"
1,800 feet still in hand, and after a brief search the method of circling, it was decided to endeavour to
variometer again indicated climb. Lift was faidy increase proficiency in selecting the right cloud for
smooth and again at about 3 f.p.s., and we re-circled the next climb; some were dissolving, some were
up to cloud-base in a further leisurely drift over growing, and a wrong choice might spoil the flig.ht.
the airfield.
A period of trial and error showed that the growmg
Following a tip given by Dudley Hiscox in clouds invariably looked a little more wispy and
•• SAILPLANE" last year. I often check my rate of slate-grey at their bases, than those that were on
circli11g by counting the seconds (One-and-two-and- the wane. \Ve therefore flew towards one of the
IS
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W/V. : SW.--5/1O m.p.h.
Duration: 5 hrs. ]0 mins.
Sailplane: " Olympia."
Pilot: T. Rex Young.
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slate.grey, wispy, variety when leaving one cloud for
another, even if it was not directly upwind of the
airfield.
To select each fresh cloud I descended about
200 feet below the base of the cloud we were leaving,
as this gave a far better view of the neighboming
clouds than when right up under the base. Cloud
cover remained constant at about 4/1Oths during
rno!'t of the flight.
Results after some while seemed to show a gain
of experience in making the right choice, although
I picked one" wrong-un" that considerably annoyed
the red ball, which rose in protest for some minutes,
and let .. Bluebird" down to 1,200 feet before we
,could find another upcurrent and resume our local
cruising. (\Vhen low down on two other occasi0ns,
soariqg gulls were used as thermal indicators No
trouble at aB !-I wish we could use trained gulls !)
As a third expedient, with the further progress
of the flight, we aimed to lose only the minimum
possible height when flying from one source of lift
to another, and I therefore used my Best Speed
Indicator (See "SAILPLANE" March, 1947, G. O.
Smith; and August, 1947, j. C. Neilan), flying
on the 10 m.p.h. Headwind scale towards up-wind
clouds, increasing the airspeed as indicated in all
areas (!)f downcunent, and finding in practice that
we got to the next lift-area in no tin-le at all and
with an encouragingly small loss of altitude. (Thank
you, Gerry Smith and John Neilan, for the B.S. I.).
. After 2i hours in the air, the first feelings of
fat!gue ,became evident, but were successfully overcome with a delicious cigarette, and-at the third
hour-some equally delicious biscuits. At 4 hours,
a little audible swearing, and not. a little seatwriggling, only pal'tialIy eased a painful bout of
ache and cramp. At 4t hours, six o'clock and the
cessation of thermals was not far off and it was
more of a stl'uggle, but the thought of .. only half
an hour to go " kept us going, and the last thermalactually the eighteenth of the flight-took us on to
the five hour mark.
Ten minutes later we had landed aftel' a flight
whkh was made thoughout within easy landingrange of the airfield; which had given the pilot
a wealth of lessons. and enjoyment; and which,
I hope, will lead the way to some more" Five Haul' "
durations by Club members frolIl the Lulsgate site.

GLIDING AT DETLING
s

an instructor in/t of No. 161 Gliding School I
travelled from Brighton on September 11th
to attend the Gliding Course at Detling, the purpose
of which was to generally advance the gliding ability
of the instructors and to introduce them to the
two-seater method of training on Slingsby's" T21B."
The site is a war-time R.A.F. drome, now out of
service, about a mile long by i mile wide and situated
four miles or so to the N.E. of Maidstone. A ridge,
4000 feet high, rllns for many miles in a N.\V./S.E.
direction between the latter town and the airfield.
The hangar, a large corrugated iron building with
sliding doors, contained an impressive range of
equipment which had been loaned for the week by
various A.T.e. Gliding Schools in the district.

A
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Gliders included four" Mk 1 Cadets," two" Mk. 2
Tutors," two .. Grunaus," a "T21B," owned· by
Sq.jLdr. Furhmg (officer in charge of the Course),
and a" Kranich " two-seater which had be.en brought
along by thl'ee members of the Farnborough R.A.E.
Technical College Gliding Club.
There wel'e about twenty of us taking the Course
and we soon set to work to make serviceable the
three winches and retrieving cars ready for an early
start the following morning.
Sunday produced a cloudy day with a 25 m.p.h.
wind blowing from the S.\"'. and, most important
of all, directly over the ridge. For about 50 per
cent of those present, including myself; this meant
one thing-the possibility of a "C,"
After a ten
to twelve minute trip ·in the" T21B" in ordeF to
learn the technique of ridge soaring, pilots made
their way out one by one in the "Grunau." A
48 minute flight by Mr. Scott of 161 School was an
e"cellent start and this was followed by my flight.
I left at 500 feet and flew the t mile back to the
field in a hailstorm, landing at the starting point
soaking wet but thorougllly satisfied with my 35
minute trip.
The continuing rain removed the
possibility of any more gliding that evening and
accordingly everything was hurriedly packed away.
The wind on Monday, although still veFy 'strong,
was blowing from N.N.W. across the narrowest
part of the field. Two-seater trips were the order
of the day as it was too I'ough for the" Grunau,"
and the" T21B" and the" Kranich" made an
impressive sight as they <swept across the main road
with spoilers on to land just inside the drome.
From Monday onwards the wind blew mainly
from the S.W. but mostly with insufficient strength \
to provide lift over the ridge. Accordingly a great
deal of flying was done in ·the .. T21B" practising
circles, sideslips, and g~nerally improving all round,
although Tuesday prnvided good thermal conditions
in which a further "C" was obtained and the
.. Kranich " went for an hour's trip over Maidstone
at 2,800 feet.
Owing to low cloud on Wednesday only one or two
test flights were possible but in the last two days of
the week many of us made good improvement ·in side·
slipping and spot.landing the" Mk 2" and" Grunau."
We left DetIing on Saturday full of praise for the
flying and easy handling qualities of the" T21B,"
gratitude for the tremendous amount of hard work
put in by Sq./Ldrs. Furlong and Sylvester, and
feeling thoroughly satisfied with the whole Course
in which much was learned, several" C's " obtained
and many friendships made.
P. A. G. COCKRELL.

"NEW LOOK" AT SAMEDAN-conld. from page 15
stratosphere, or darting in a straight line in the
Piz-Curver or the Weissfluhjoch, rivalling in speed the
Swedes, the Finns, the Spaniards, Swiss, French
and an Egyptian. A feminine master I tell you" Her" pilots, in spite of their appearance of professors of Cambridge and Eton obeyed every lift of
her finger. every glance of her eye, for mark you there
was no question for them of flirting with anyone
else but the clouds.
CLAUDE SCHUBIGER.
(T1(wslnted fiJitJ. AcknOf£1edgmtJlls la "Servir)
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A.T.e. GLIDING AT DETLING

1.

:1.

"Kt'anich" Landing.
"TG-21 "; "Kt'anich ".
5 and 6.

2. ~ School Machines.
4.

Hmlgars.
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"TG-21 " Landing.
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NEW LOOK" AT SAMBDAN

s

the aerodrome at Samedan, the highest in the
world after La Paz, Bolivia, going to dethrone
Auteuil and Longchamps in the eyes of the great
conturiers, their mannequins and their elegant
clientele? They might hope so, since at the International contests recently held there even the female
pilots wore the" new-look." This isn't imagination either as I saw them myseH-these heroines
of the" belly-launch" (" manche a halai ") draping.
a leg over the fine drawn lines of high performance
sailplanes-Oh, how many-" \~Ieihe," "Kranich,"
" Olympia," and many others.
There was, however, an interesting variety of dress
on view at Samedan. The pilots-above all the
SwiSS-WOre mostly ankle fastening flying suitsexcept the French, who wore, instead of the traditional
leather coat, a curious shirt, combining the safety
harness and a pullover. But their wives I-and
their fiancees! ! They pushed the pursuit of elegance
to the point where they matched their dresses with
those of the sailplanes, to wings painted red, or blue,
or green. Mme. Schachenmann recendy returned
from the D.S.A. with hey" Maxie cheri " who bought
there a s\lperb " Bonanza "-a grand tour,ing aero-

I

plane with retractable undercarriage-willingly
changed her dress three times a day. In the morning
she was in shorts to brush the dust from the coniugal
plane, in the afternoon she helped the manoeuvres
of " Taking Off" very much at ease in an elegant
and fetching two piece ; a blue blouse striped
with white, half length trousers of the same colQur ;
and in the evening when the SUIl went down behind
the Bernina massif, it was in the New Look, naturally,
that she welcomed, on landing, the heroes of the day.
whom one might say came from the clouds to put
their celestial homage at her feet.
One woman, and only one, did a job of work among'
the elegant actresses and spectators of the events
at Samedan-aerial counterpart of the Olympia
Games in London. She came from across the
Channel-to he precise-her name Mrs. Douglas.
Whether the " Maloja" blew or the sun operated
the" thermals"or the slopes of the Muottas Muraigl,
you saw her inevitably in shorts. That was because,
no doubt, she took her duties so seriously-" noblesse
oblige "-was she not Captain of the British Team?
At her command seven pilots leapt into the sky,
practising flight in the invisible frontiers. of the
(Contilllled on page HI)

"lmmuableme'llt en shorts."

.llme. ScluuhenJlW1ll1 '.' . -in an elegant and fetching two-piece.
J;)
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ULTRA LIGHT AIRCRAFT ASSOCIATION
THERE are stilt .ma:ny people in this country who
beheve that It IS ql\lte reasonable to expect
the Gov€fnment to pay for their flying. They argue
that every pilot is of value to the country in time of
war and that, because of this, it is the duty of the
Government to help to pay for their training by
means of subsidies. This is a very poor argument
and certainly brings no credit to those who continue
to advance it. Let us be quite honest about it,
though, and admit right away that those of us who
like flying for its own sake wonld be only too happy
if somebody-the Government or anybody efsewould step in 'and pay for us to fly. That is one
thing. But it is quite another to disguise our longing
to ,get airborne as something patriotic, to advance
the threadbare argument about private pilots beilig
0f value 'in war-time. To do this is to invite the
G
overnment to condemn all private fliers as a lot of
scroungers who havem't enough real enthusiasm
to go out and get what they want for themselves.
If we argue that because every private pilot is
of potential value to the RA.F. in war·time and
should, therefore, have his flying provided free,
or at least very cheaply, by payment of subsidies
to clubs, then the pFivate motorist could with equal
force argue that he would be of value to the Army
a~ an M.T. driver and should therefore be provided
WIth cheaper motoring. Equally the yachtsman
could argue that he would be of value to the Royal
Navy and that, because of this, some of the expenses
of his sport should be borne by the Government.
Or one can go to even more absurd lengths and say
that the hiker should receive financial assistance
because he would require very little training as a
foot-slogger in the Army; the swimmer because he
might prove useful as a frog. man and members
of a shooting club because they are good marksmen.
Yet apart from the private pilot, none of these
people clamour for financial assistance from the
Government. They are satisfied instead to be
allGwed to indulge their interests as and when they
please within the bounds of propriety and the fact
that the prowess they have developed in their spare
tIme can be turned to good account in time of walis merely incidental. This prowess is a sort of
boJiluS which the Government I'eceives for g~ving us·
freedOm to organise our sports as we please.
Why, then, should. the flying enthusiast be
different 1- Why should he, alone out of the exponents of a hundred diffel-ent sports and pastimes,
believe that his is the one sport which merits special
treatment? There is no reason at all. Yet one
still finds would·he pilots bemoaning lack of Government financial assistance.
Surely the answer is
that for those who want to fly from patriotic motives,
or to sail or march or shoot, there are the various
Reserves and Territorial forces, But for th0se
who want to fly as a sport the truth of the matter
IS that there is 110 earthly reason why the Government should pay for our pleasuFe. But we do have
it in our power to make flying really cheap without
Government help if we FeaUy get down to it. Un.
fortunately there are still too many so called
enthusiasts who, as soon as they find that they are

expected to do a little work in order to make their
flying as cheap as possible, lose all their enthusiasm.
If we are to get anywhere, we must stop regarding
ourselves as a potential reserve of pilots for absorption by the RA.F. in time of war and realise instead
that private flying, particularly in ultra light aircraft, is primarily a sport pure and simple. By
doing this, and accepting the fact that, as in any
sport, the success or failure of our movement depends
entirely upon the amount of genuine effort we ourselves put into it, then we shall in the end get what
we want.

GROUP NEWS
Community Flying Club, Woodley Aerodrome,
Reading. Application for affiliati0n to D.L.A.A.,

d
as reported last month, has now been accepted an
this Club has been allocated Group No. 11. We
hear from Mr. C. B. Alien their Hon. Secretary,
that the Club's first" A" Licence flying tests have
been successfully completed-about one yeaI' from
inception. Enquiries regarding membership may be
addresseq to Mr. C. B. Allen, 66, Redlands Road,
Reading, Berks.

South Hants Ultra Light Air Club, Obrlstehureh.
Hants. This group staged a flying display on 19th
September. We would like to congratulate them on
being the first of our affiliated Groups. to stage
their own display. Due to pressure on space the
report will appear in next month's Bulletin.

PROJECTED GROUP
Mr. York·Bramble, one of our Individual Members
would be glad to hear from Members in his area
with a view to discussing the formation of a Group.
All members interested should contact Mr. A. E. C.
York-Bramble, Foumtains Park, Netley Abbey,
Hants. (Telephone-Netley Abbey 34).

DESIGN SUPPLEMENT
C"ntribu.'ed b G/e ELM I
Ch I
Design
'"
'.
y . . . . 0 e.
a rman,
Sub-Committee.
Mayes U.L.A. Engine Design.
1. Mr. H. R Mayes, formerly chief designer of
the Monaco Engine Co., has become keenly interested
in the possibilities of ultra-light aircraft. He has
shown us a G.A. drawing of a design he is working
on which ties up closely with olilr engine design
requirements published in Bulletin No. Hi. This
engine has a number of desirable features and would
be eminently suitable for our purposes if the price
can be kept below £150, but to achieve this it is
probable that some of the refinements would have
to be dropped. Mr. Mayes is now searching for a
manufacturer to take up his project.
2. The engine is a push-rod operated O.H.V.
flat four cylinder design of two litres capacity,
developing ;')0 B.H.P. at 2,600 RP.M. Although
particularly neat and compact, adequate cooling
and accessabiHty has been carefully studied. The
twin ignition system is operated by a si~lgle" duplex"
magneto. Pressure lubrication is used with a wet
sump of two gallons' capacity. There is provision
ior a number of optional accessories including a
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generator. electric starter. air cleaner and an exhaust
silencer with cabin heater. l"Ir. Mayes offel-s as an
alternative to the electric starter.' a hand starter
operated either from the side of the engiue or from
the cockpit-a most desirable feature.
3. This is the fourth U.L.A. engine design now
in hand. but we have so far been unable to find a
firm willing to undertake production of them without
an immediate market prospect. Unfortunately the
costs of developing and producing an engine are
heavy. despite the fact that the A.R.B. have agreed
to the use of commercial materiab and production
practice. and to a type test of much reduced severity
for the new V.L.A. category C. of A. applicable
to aircraft with a stalling speed below 40 m.p.h.
We are, therefore. exploring the possibility of
arranging a development contract for one of these
designs (to l)e selected by tender) either from the
government authorities or from some far-sighted
public spirited patron. The whole future of the
U.L.A. movement and cheap flying depe'filds upon the
early provision of a suitable .engine, and we are
convinced that once such an engine is available
ill production the V.L.A. movement will grow rapidly
and a useful market will develop for it both at home
and overseas.

Rocket Propeller Suggestion
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7. We have discussed Mr. Watkins' suggestions
with rocket and propeller experts. who considered
that the idea would give a much greater static thrust
to an aircraft for a given rate of charge burning
than would direct rocket thrust. As an illustration,
an example has been calculated of a rocket propeller
3-} feet in diameter. rotating at 2,500 R.P.M. with
a total jet thrust of 25 lb. at its tips. it would give
150 lb. static thrust for a charge consumption of
approximately l- lb. per second. This would enable
an average sailplane to climb steeply at an angle of
about I ill 3, and reach a height of nearly 2.000 feet in .
2 minutes for a charge consumption of about 30 lb.
8. Although the solid charge scheme is considered to be mechanically practical, there are a
number of severe design and stressing problems
to be overcome. Moreover, at the present price
of cordite the cost per launch to 2.000 feet would be
about £5, and some chea.per propellant would have
to be developed. It is thought doubtful if sufficient
demand for auxiliary powered sailplanes will ever
exist to justify the heavy experimental costs involved.

Power Eggs (or Auxiliary Powered Sailplanes.
9. Mr. Watkins also suggested in his letter a
development of ¥r. Ince's idea of a detachable power
egg for use with sailplanes (as described in Bulletin
No. 12).
He thought that there would' be an
increasing demand for a power unit similar to an
outboard motor-boat engine but installed the
opposite way up. The engine would be housed within
the fuselage behind the pilot. and would drive by
shaft a pusher propeller mounted at die top of a
vertical strut emerging upwards through the centresection. The whole unit. complete with fuel tank
and cooling fan (if necessary) would be arranged to
pivot near its C.G .. so that the vertical propeller
strut could be swung down backwards and retracted
into the fuselage when not in \lse. Mr. Watkins
enclosed sketches of various suggested lay-outs,
including two-seater sailplanes with two standard
units installed-the propeller struts emerging either
upwards in a wide Vee. or horizontally outwards
behind the trailing edge of the wing.
(This has been done before-oJlen.-ED.)

.1. We have received an interesting letter from
Mr. W. J. Watkins, of Harpenden. in which he
suggests the use of a rocket driven propeller as a
light and simple means of launching a sailplane
up to soaring height. This is a similar idea to the
jet propeller described in last month's Bulletin,
but using the rocket principle to give jet thrust
at the propeller tips and so rotate the propeller.
Mr. Watkins illustrated his suggestion with a numbpr
of sketches of different schemes. covering both
solid charge and bi-fuel rocket propellants. and he
proposed retraction. feathering or even ejection of
the propeller after use when soaring height had
been attained.
5. In the case of the solid charge scheme. he
showed the rocket cartridge attached to the hub
of the propeller and rotating with it. The products
RESEARCH SUPPLEMENT
of combustion pass from the cartridge into a spherical
ContrIbuted
by A. R. Weyl, A.F.R.Ae.S. Ohalrman.,
chamber within the propeller boss, and thence
Research Sub-Committee.
down pipelines inset within the blades to discharge
from nozzles at the tips. This would be a mechani- Problems of U.L.A.A. "Solo Trainer" Design.
cally simple scheme. giving 'ease of re.loading by
The Executive Committee has given much thought
means of spare cartridges. The disitdvantage of the to the design of a simple special aircraft which
solid charge however, is difficulty in controlling the • would satisfy the following requirements;
rate of burning over a long period. with the conse(a) to be suitable for construction by Groups who
quent risk of explosion. Also. the extreme high are not so fortunate as to possess skilled aeronautical
temperature of the gasses would considerably erode craftsmen among their active members;
the pipelines and nozzles (even if air-cooled) and they
(b) to be suitable for learning to fly from scratch.
would have to be frequently renewed.
by self-training in a flyable aircraft under appro6. The bi-fuel scheme would overcome the priate supervision;
(c) to be a normal. practical aircraft which could
erosion problem, as the liquid fuels would be kd
down the pipelines within the propeller blades and also be appreciated by members who have already
burnt in combustion chambers at the tips. This received training as pilots. and which would lend
scheme. however. involves the complexity of a itself to transition instruction to any standard ultrapumping and metering system. and the use of a light aeroplane;
(d) to be inexpensive to build. operate, overhaul
dangerous oxidant fuel, e.g. nitric acid or liquid
and repair.
oxygen.
17
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The condition under (a), (b) and (d) might be satisfied by one of the modern models of the Pou-du-Ciel.
It is, however. thought that training on an unorthodox type of aircraft with non-standard controls
and unusual flying qualities would be a disadvantage
to the younger generation of our flying members.
Training received on such an aircraft might impede
their future progress as pilots. Moreover, the conversion born the solo-training to any standard ultralight aircraft would require re-training.
A Cheap solo-trainer such as we need, is scarcely
a proposition for an aircraft firm. Even the sale of
kits of parts, and the. possible export of a type
which has not hitherto been represented on the
world market, offer insufficient attraction for industrial firms to embark upon the developme:1t of a
V.L.A. solo-trainer. Hence there is little hope that
we shall find a firm which is prepared to help us.
Moreover, we feel that we must guard against the
possibility of a monopoly in which our groups and
members will have no say. It would be against
our interests if the provision of building licences
and drawings would become subject to business
interests and thus a burden 011 our beginner groups,
which can ill afford any extra expense.
Hence, we feel the need to promote the design
of a solo-trainer aeroplane of our own, to develop
it until it is a good proposition, to secure" approval"
for it both for amateur construction and solo-training,
to prepare standard drawings, jigs and building
instructions, and to encourage the construction of
the type by our beginner ,groups. There is nothing
new in the sponsoring of a standard trainer design
by a flying association: a notable precedent is, for
instance, the .. Zoegling" or "Dagling" primary
training gliders which are still in use all over the
world. These gliders may be built by anyone,
firms or private persons alike, and complete standard
drawings. are available everywhere.
The first thing on which an understanding must
be reached concerns the principles of design which
our solo-trainer aircraft ought to satisfy. We have
enumerated below the various problems to guide the
designer, on the basis of suggestions which have
been made (and approved in principle) for solotraining under the supervision of an instructor. W,e
hope to get official approval for such inexpensive
instruction for our groups.
The principles outlined below are intended as
a guide for trainer design in respect of its suitability
for instructional purposes, in respect of safety
precautions, and in respect of its suitability for
amateur construction, simplicity and economy.
The safety requirements deserve, of course, to
overrule all other conditions. Nothing would harm
the aims of our Association more than cruhes
resulting in injuries to a pupit or to a third party.
A few accidents of this kind would lose us an the
facilities which, it is hoped, the Authorities will
grant us for solo-training; in addition, ultra-light
aviation might again become subject to severe
restrictions,
The solo-trainer aeroplane we have in mind, is
a single-seater. The design of a two,seater would
not be practical with the economical low horsepower engine we have at our disposal. Sturdiness

of design and ease of construction with limited
facilities, unfortunately. militate against a low
airframe weight. Moreover, dual control would render
the construct.ion unnecessarily complicated, and a
side-by-side seat arrangement would mark;edly
deteriorate the field of view for the pupil. Finally.
there is an aversion against the granting of Certificates
of Airworthiness for two-seaters built by amateurs;
we cannot expect that this inclination will be overcome
ill the case of groups which begin with the solotrainer as their first flying effort.
The principal problems which we are taking into
consideration for om- solo-trainer aeroplane design.
are u fu~~:.

A-General Design Problems.
(1) Robustness and Sturdiness.
(2) Materials cheap and easily available; if possible,
standard sizes, proprietary parts and commercial
materials.
(3) Simplicity (as few parts and components as
possible). •
.
(4) Inexpensive construction (as few jigs and
fixtures as possible); accessibility for inspection
and overhau1; Fepairs easy to effect.
(5) Horse power of the engine not exceeding 50
h.p. (at present, the 36 h.p. Aeronca-J.A.P. engine
must suffice for all conditions of solo-training).
(6) Reasonable overall dimens~ons, neitheF requiring
much building nor housing space.
(7) Training operati~ms should be pOSSIble ()n
meadows and other natural ground.
(8) Fuel feed by g.Favity.
(9) Provision of a simple self-starter.
(10) Gateable throttle which cannot be inadvertently opened by the pupil.
(Il) Other methods to restrict the possibihty of
taking off during taxying exercises.
(12) Full approval, with type Certificate of Ail'worthiness. by the A.RB.

S-Problems of Flying Qualities.
(1) Normal (stick or spectacle. cum pedals) threecontrol operation.
. (2) Flying qualities unaffected by differences in
the weight of the pilot (no changes in trim or
stability).
(3) Self-training operations should be possible
in the presence of light winds and gusts (little sensitivity to gusts).
(4) Excess horse power to give a reasonable angle
of climb JIlear the ground.
(5) Safe stalli,ng qualities (little or no tendency
to spin; gradual stall; stall warning; little tendency
to nose-dive after the loss of speed).
(6) Reasonably low stalling speed.
(7) Little acceleration (increase of flying speed)
in a dive and a low terminal nose-dive speed.
(8) Control sensitivity to remain constant at all
conditions of flight (equal control displacements
always producing equal control effects).
(9) A reasonable degree of positive static stability
combined with good manoeuvrability (if possible,
suitability for aerobatic flying).
(10) The safe flying qualities should not be attained
any by restriction of controllability (no restricted
elevator control, for instance).
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(11) Perfect field of vision (open seat). No inducement for the pilot to keep his" head in the office."
(12) Top speed, cruising speed and a lal'ge speed
range are unimportant.

C-Problems of Accident Prevention.
(I) Stiffening of the cockpit against collapse.
(2) Protection of the pilot's seat.
(3) Protection fOI- the pilot's head in the case of
overturning.
(4) Protection against injmies by splinters.
(5) Padding and shock absorption under crash
impact (no projections in front of the pilot which may
cause injuries under impact).
(6) ~o heavy masses aft of the pilot.
(7) Prevention of crash fires.
(8) Prevention of airscrew swinging.
It is futile to hope that all the above problems
will be satisfactorily solved at our first attempt.
Only experience with solo-training will teach us to
perfect the design.
Certain solutions are already in our mind. For
instance a pusher lay-out would not be satisfactory
in respect ofcrasJl protection, nor as to simplicity,
nor as to insensitivity against differences in pilot's
weight, etc. 'We also consider that the hi-plane
is ruled out on account of inherent deficiencies in
other respects. A tapered wing, too, would have
little chance in our choice.
We Invite our members to discuss the points which
have been raised here. Such a discussion would
help to amplify and/or modify the design problems
which are confronting us, it also may lead to the
adoption of better principles than those which have
already been worked out by engineering members of
the Executive Committee.

INSPECTION SUPPLEMENT

Contributed by Capt. K. M. Sturton. Chairman,
Inspection SUb-Committee.
Inspection. "Notes for Inspectors" have now

extreme i.e. the" cowshed" type of accommodation
will not be- tolerated, either by the Association or
the A.R.B. who will visit each group periodically
where construction and maintenance is in progress.
Accommodation must be clean, wetproof, light and
sufficiently warm for the type of construction to be
adopted. It must also be equipped with the essential
tools, jigs. etc., appropriate to the work in hand.
Obvlously less equipment will be necessary if building
is from" kits of parts," than if from" ab initio."
Personnel is another important point. It is
vlsualised that many group enthusiasts will want
to "lend a hand" in the construction-whether
skilled workmen or the reverse!
Therefore the
appointment of a keen and experienced inspector
by each group is essential. The man appointed need
not necessarily hold ground engineer's licences, but
obviously this is preferable. He must however be
a good mechanic, having had considerable aircraft
experience (preferably in works) and most of all
some inspection experience. Groups are required to
nominate inspectors, and forward to headquarters
as soon as possible their names, together with their
experience as indicated above. Approval of each
individual inspector win be given by Association H.Q.
It is hoped that all groups will respond fully to the
inspection requirements, for the good name of the
Association, and also in order to obviate complaints
from the A.R.B. and the possible .withdrawal of their
approval.
Members interested in Group formation can obtain
copies of .. Notes for Inspectors" on application
to the Hon. Secretary.

OPERATIONS SUPPLEMENT

Contributed by r/o. I. G. Imray. Chairman,
Operations Sub-Committee.
Ultra Light Aircraft Rallles. The Operations Sub-

Committee has very good reason to believe that
next Summer wiII show a very great increase in the
been issued to our Voluntary Inspectors and groups. number of ultra light aircraft in the air. It is to
The Notes outline the methods which are to be be hoped therefore that during next Summer a number
adopted by groups for the inspection of ultra light of our operational Clubs and Groups up and down
the country will be organising their own Rallies.
ai£craft, both during construction and maintenance.The agreements between the Air Registration Board The Operations Sub-Committee of the Association
and the Association are based partly upon the pro- will be only too willing to give every possible assisvision of an adequate inspection organisation. In tance to Group Secretaries and Committees in their
fact, the A.R.B. has in .principle approved the endeavours to organise such RarJies. It Is suggested
U.L.A.A. as an " Approved Inspection Organisation, therefore that consideration should be given NOW
thereby obviating the necessity for the employment to such matters and this Sub-Committee notified.
of licenced personnel to carry out the inspection of the By keeping us " in the picture" it will be possible
aircraft during construction, and at periodic intervals. to avoid the clashing of dates, and good notice can
It will be seen that the U .L.A.A. scheme is based be given to all Association members through ·the
upon the appointment of one or more inspectors in medium of the B\l11etin.
As has been stated in the write up on the Christeach group who will be solely responsible for the
inspection of the aircraft in that group. These church Rally a great deal of apathy appears to exist
inspectors will be supervised by regional inspectors amongst our members who are fortunate enough to
employed by the Association, guidance being given as be operating machines at the moment, whilst on
the other hand real keenness is shown by those who
necessary by the headquarters of the Association.
It cannot be too strongly emphasised that con- hope to get airborne before long. and who are very
struction, maintenance and inspection must be upon anxious to meet and talk to these fortunates. A good
a proper footing within the groups. There must be attendance at these Rallies can obtain useful publicity
proper conditions for the construction of the air- for the movement; publicity attracts members;
craft, and the maintenance and repairs thereto. members strengthen the movement and help to get
Whilst a fully equipped workshop is not necessalily more aircraft into the air to attend more Ralliesrequired, it must be borne in mind that the other an ascending spiral with tremendous possibilities.
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LONDON GLIDING CLUB
I Club flying continued as usual The pilot does not appear to have
September: The last course of throughout the month and 4 .. A" benefitted from this enormous in·
1948 was held _this month and certificates were taken in addition take of energy, which has not
proved as successful as the previous to those awarded to the School even provided him with a per·
ones, producing 6 .. A," 7 "B," pu'pils, Dr. Dickenson added her manent wave, \Ve sllspect that, at
and 8 .. C" certificates,
As name to the still somewhat ex- the time, he had lost contact,
promised in last month's notes, elusive list of lady" C " pilots and spiritually and temporally,
we can now give a full report on later added it to the not so ex·
Summary of flying for Sept. :-the "National Gliding School" elusive list of pilots who have
Number of launches, 648,
which the Club has been running gone aground on the hill top with
Number of hours flown, un,
at Dunstable during this summer, detriment to both machine and
Certificates taken:
10
A,"
in its usual public·spirited manner reputation,
7 " B," 8 " C,"
(the full extent of our altruism
This year the summer months
Silver" C" Height-I.
will not be revcealed until our have proved in1eJior to the Spring
SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION
Secretary has had an opportunity for cross·country conditions, and
On the last week·end of August,
to go over the" School" account). September provided only one short
flying was abandoned because of
four courses were made available cross country of 38 miles on the min. There was a small turn.out
to the public from May to" Gull IV," Some melnbers visited of members at Balado on the :3rd
September, each of 12 days' dura· Friston and Long Mynd under our of October, with the result that
tion, for an inclusive, repeat in· recently
negotiated
club·inter·
each had an imposing numher of
elusive, charge of £16. Os. Od. change scheme however and were
BoaTd and accommodation on the able to avail themselves Of facilities launches, and Lex NIackie g·ot his
.
I t is not generaUy " B" certificate.. Flying went on
club premises were included in O,ll those sites,
at Balado during the next Sunday.
this figure and there was no realised that members of the '.
't
f
.
Th
k
d
crash liability.
These courses L.G.c. may now fly at the South. m Spl e 0 ram.
e wee -en
were attended by 60 pupils, 35 down Midland and Derby and 1 16/17th Octo?er was much better,
. h
L
'
I '_.'t
th I
I With a particularly good atten·
o1 w h om were Wit out any .pre- .ancs. c Ul) SI es on
e oca dance at Balado on the Sundav,
vious experience of flying what- aircraft at normal club ratcs pl';ls and the achievement of four" C'"
so~ver ;
6 .had some powered a small temporai): membership certificates on Bishop Hill. There
tlyll1g expenence and the rest fee. Anyone mtendlllg to use thiS
I t ' d f 90 t 30
had some previous gliding. training, ,scheme should see that his log was ~ gOO(1 ;~es f wlll ~ ~'I ~.
8 holding "A," 6 "B," and I book is up to, date and endorsed pm· p · "pane
e °durDT u or"P l o s~f
1
" C"
'f t
' .'
b
I. , t
d h
h'
e t er
earce an
on ,nl l1er 0
a
cerb Ica e upon JOll1lJ.1g y liS ms ructor ~n
t at
IS St. Andrew's University Ron Flock.
the" school."
These 60 pupils membership card IS at hand. h '
d D
.
A't'h'
h I
bl
3'
11' ,
afL an
uncan· I c Ison- ae
D
took, at uns~a e, some, 9· certl' N~tura y, VISitors must conf?rm little difficulty in averaging twenty
flcates compnsmg 28 ' A," 34 With the local rules and regulatIOns
. t
.
ff th Hill D '
et'h'
. 'o,.n s
" B," and 31 "C." Most remark· and it goes without saying that the mll11U, es aplece 0
.
.
'..
..
. _
.
c asslc remar k on
IS occasion
able o.f all, no less thal~ 15 pupIls, ll1dlgenous Instructor. Will, 3:s was: "\'Vhen I saw the moon
all Without any prevIous flymg always, have the last word. ThiS coming over the hill I thought
expenence, each took all three scheme should prov<! a great boon 't
t'
t Id:'
W'
I
'f' t - (A B
d Cl' th t
be
h
t I t th I was Ime 0 an .
e a so
certl Ica es
.'
,an .' Ill. e 0 ~em rs w ~ rave
0
e liked his horrified comment when
course of a sl11gle 12-day.penod, provl?ceS on buslIless or pleasure he was told he should stand the
Apart trom some lUCk With the and fmd themselves far from home S G U
. t i l l "A . t
weather (nG course was entirely at week-ends.
\Ve hope to in· 1'1' . ad~I~. ha rQune · d
" PBll1t
te .
'th
t
Hr'
1
d
)
.
.
I
f
a
roun.
u
\VI
ou
same .... wine
ays, crease Its scope m t le uture.
'lk'
I d et repea
t I"
we had no outside assistance and
The transport sub-committee has ml s so lar
0 ge .
the whole show was a 100 per cent produced a remarkably sound, i1 THE BRISTOL GLIDING CLUB
L.G.C. affair.
ancient, Austin 12 to assist with
Our friends, The Midland Gliding
We have ev.ery intention of the towing and cable retrieving. Club, have kindly invited us to
continuing the School during 1949, It was promptly" Dunstableized" repeat last. year's experiment of
but it is unfortunate that a recent in a very efficient manner and sending one of our sailp'lanes to
general increase in insurance rates should prove more economical on Long Mynd for the winter months.
for gliders will not allow the petrol than. our Beaverette.
This year we have sent the
courses to be run at the excepThe most spectacular piece of I" Olympia," as there are now
tionally low charges made dming crashery this month involved our considerably more members quali.
tlus year. On the other hand we nacelled" Dagling" and the 22,000 fied to fly this aircraft than was the
shall be able to offer vastly volts power lines, which resulted cas'e last year when the" Grunau "
improved accommodation as the in some welding not strictly in had a very successful stay at the
main Club House will once again accordance with A.R.B. standards, Mynd.
be in use and the undergrounding to say nothing 01 the remarkably
The Midland Club's invitation
of the power lines will greatly low moisture content which pre- is greatly appreciated, as it proimpmve flying training facilities. vailed in some of the wood work. vides a favourable opportunity for
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our members to gain valuable
soaring experience (rom an hill
site and also a better chance to
make a duration fllght of Silver
.. C" proportions.
An initio training is still the
main concern of the Club and a
fleet of five aircraft (" Dagling,"
2 .. Cadets," .. Tutor," and the
.. Gnmau ") will ensure flying for
all.
Every endeavour is being made
to obtain a suitable hill soaring
site within easy reach of Lulsgate
Bottom aerodrome. Keith Turner,
together with other enthusiasts
are bUSy investigating various sites.
Cn connecti<m with the above
we are grateful to S/Ldr. Phillips
for his generosity in allowing the
Club to investigate the soaring
potentialities from Hale's Land
on the Mendips. This site is near
Draycott and S/Ldr. Phillips has
already conducted some investigations.
S/Ldr. Phillips aero-towed Keith
Turner, flying an " Olympia" to
the site and the ratter then made
a flight of 45 mins. before landing
on Hale's Land. The a.erial food
supply organised by S/Ldr. Phillips
was a praiseworthy act which was
greatly appreciated by Keith and
the Retrieving Party.
.
Our "Grunau
Baby"
was
damaged recently when the pilot
took the wrong turning on a
" Fly-home" and collided with a
stationary private car.
The car
escaped with negligible damage but

SAILPLA?\E

not so the" Grunau." Hf)wever,
Messrs. Vvestern Airways speedily
effected the repairs with their
usual thoroughness and we are
now all set to use the machine to
investigate lOCal hill sites.
At the beginning of th.e year
we set ourselves a target of 5,000
launches for the year and we are
very pleased to say that this
figure
was
exceeded
during
September. A total of 244 hours'
flying has been compiled.
Five" A " and five" B" certificates were obtained during Septembel' from 29.7 hours' flying. This
included two flights, each of over
four hours' duration at Long Mynd
by IVIichael Hinton and Lionel
Pitt.
Jenny Jeanings has become the
second Member (Rex Young being
the first) to have completed the
requirements for his Silver .. C"
certificate. Jenny completed the
requirements at Long Mynd on
2/10/:18 when he made a five hour
duration flight in Rex Young's
"Olympia."
" Bonzo" Hinton
completed the first part of the
Silver "c" requirements on the
.same day with a five hour flight.

DERBYSHIRE AND LANCASHIRE
GLIDING CLUB
Club Notes for September
Wednesday, 1st. Wind West ~5/20
m.p.h.
The event of the day was the
wedding of LesJ'ie and Geoff, now
Mr. and Mrs. Russell at Disley.

A niob from the Club turned up,
everybody surprised to see every·
body else in a collar and tie or
party frock as the case may be.
The groom was in a blue serge pin
stripe single breasted lounge suit
with shallow revers.
The bride
,looked lovely in a light coloured
shiny sort of frock with flowers
on and a big floppy hat with a
ribbon.
In the evening, at Camphill,
Derek RopeI' and Bert Wardall
flew the .. Kite" and Charles
Faulkner and George Thompsori
flew the" Olympia."
Totals-4 Laullches, I hour 35
minutes.
Saturday, 4/h.
Four ab initios shared the
" Primary" between them.
Total-17 Launches.

Sunday, 5111,. Wind West 5 m.p.h.
The wind was light and the lift
uncertain.
One or two pilots
managed to soar the Club" Kite"
and" Grunau." Neubroch managed
43 minutes in the "G.B." and
Stevenson did 38 minutes in the
".Tutor."
" Olympias" totalled
6 hours 39 minutes but the rest of
the Club machines only managed
2 hours. Two accidents practically
identical in their effects happened
within an hour.
A spectator
stepped on the" l(ite" elevator
and broke the spar and the" twoseater" elevatoT stuck in the
ground whilst being retrieved back·
wards iby hand, the spar being

THE SLINGSBY
"PREFECT"

The 'atest "lid most up-to-date C'ub Tgpe
I"termetli"te S"ilp'""e
I

Designed for full. compliance with the latest requirements for semi-acrQ/Jatic
category, using new constructional methods ensurlng great strength with low
structural weight.
Roomy and comfortable cockpit-·handling characteristics equal to the most
expensiv.e sailplanes-remarkable stability.
Lowest sinking speed. 2.7J ft. per sec.
Best gliding angle .. 1 in 22.

PI-ice ex-works - £425
Provision for parachute, and complete set' of instruments. Wheel brake QjJ#onal.
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broken in exactly the same way
as the. " Kite."
Totals-n Launches, 11 hours
4 minutes.'
Saturday, 11Ih.
Wind W. N. W.
'15 m.p.h.
A good mixed day, five ab
initios flew the "Primary," six
pilots had circuits in the" Cadet."
The '! Tutor" did two hours, the
" Olympias " twelve hours and the
.. G.B." three and a half hours.
Something for everybody.
Totals-89 Launches, 17 hours
25 minutes.
Sunday, 12th. Wind S. W. 5 m.p.h.
Eleven circuits only in the
.. Cadet," "Tutor," and .. G.B."
Saturday. 18th. Wl:nd West.
Fred Coleman tested conditions
in the machine he originally built.
The lift was obviously fairly good
and he was followed by Derek
Raper who reached 4,000 feet in
standing wave conditions, well
back irom the hill.
Having no
barograph, he landed and took
off again, to reach 4:,000 feet again
to complete his Silver" c." This
was a praiseworthy effort and
Derek is to be congratulated. He
only started to train in earnest at
the beginning of the year and has
made rapid and steady progre!>S.
Thomas was launched next in the
red "Olympia" and following in
the direction in which the" Kite"
disappeared, he ran into even
better conditions some miles north
of the Club and climbed steadily
to over 10,000 feet. Peter Richardson in the " Tutor" also reached
4,000 feet for the first leg of his
Silver" C," LOllis Slater who had
the second flight in the" Olympia"
readled 5,100 feet and was unable
to find the Club. He came down
through cloud until his altimeter
showed 400 feet below take off
at w.hich height the Ladybower
Reservoir appeared 200 feet below.
He just managed to scrape in for
a landillg on the bank of the dam.
Totals-17 Launches, 13 hours
58 minutes.
Sunday, 19th. Wind 30/40 11't.p.h.
Lenticular clouds and a strong
wind seemed to indicate a standing
wave. Gerry Smith was bungied
off at 10.30 a.m. to by and find
it.
He Inanaged to reach 6,200
feet but the wind was so strong
that it was almost impossible to
explore as far as he would have
li.ked. Heck Booth reached 5,000
for his first leg and Shepard and
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Taylor in an." Olympia '.' . and 1who did 5 hours in the prot.atype
G. Thompson 111 the .. Vlkmg" .. Prefect." 18 hours 15 mInutes
reached 4,000 and other pilots for the day. Saturday the 18th
reached 8,000 feet.
was dud for soaring but L9 Winch
1'0taLs-8 Launches, 14 hours circuit practice flights were carried
21 minutes.
out.. On the 19th, there were 16
Saturday, 25th. Wind ~Jfest 10/~5 launches for 12 hours 29 minutes
m.p.h.
soaring, Reid, an A.T.C. instructor
Louis Slater had an early launch taking his" C" certificate with a
in his "Olympia" but only flight of one hour.
The next
managed to scrape in half an hour. day was the 26th September, on
Fred Breeze also had the same in which Driver, Lion and Thomson all
the " Kite" but as the lift was took" C " certificate tests success·
deteriorating training was com- fully; altogether 2 hours 40
menced.
Phil Dennis came out minutes soaring. Sunday, 3Td of
from behind his cinc-camera and October was a good day; Pratt
had twelve launches in - th.e, (A. T.C. instructor, who got his
.. Primary."
'neigIlt and distance in Germany
Totals-35 Launches,
hour last ~'ye<!r), completed. his Silver
35 minutes.
" C" with--a.,.}light of five hours,
Sunday, 26th.
and got his neig-h±-again, only
Training was continued and Phil more so, with 5,400
-in----theDennis, Harry Cook and Val" Tutor."
11 hburs 55 minutes
Haszko all obtained .. A" certifi· total for the day. There was dud
cates. It was a busy day. but only weather on the 16th, with three
the" Olympias " and the" Viking" test winch launches only, but a
managed to soar.
reasonable day on the 17th with
Totals-68 Launches, 5 hours 5 hours 25 minutes soaring and
6 minutes,
some. good two-seater passenger
Monday, 27th. Wind S.S. W. 25/30 nights with consequent financial
m.p.h.
advantage!
Saturday the 23rd
Jefferson, Lawless and Gerry produced anothel' 5t hours' soaring,
Smith had about llalf an hour .each with a " C " for Cooper. The 24th
in the .. Kite."
was an odd day, with wind from
September
produced
275 S.W. to W. at 20 knots or so, but
Launches totalling 67 hours' soar- what appeared to be a mass of
ing. Three" A " certificates, three orographic cloud sat on the hill
Silver and one Gold " C" height. most of the day at about 1,200
Most gratifying was the visit of feet, and at times its effect seemed
the standing wave on two more to be to spoil the hill lift, for
days this month. Peculiar weather aircraft were at times brought
conditions have prevailed now for below 200 feet. Later in the day
I two
months and a more detailed the cloud dispersed, and quite
consideration of these conditions pleasant, though rather patchy,
is plainly called for.
hill soaring conditions up to 1,200
A Club dance will be held at the to 1,500 feet were experienced.
Devonshire Arms,
Baslow, on Total for the day II hours and 49
December 4th.
minutes.
To summarise, during
the period under review there were
THE YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB 71 hours of soarin,g, with 5 " C"
Notes of Activities, Sept.-Oct., 1948. certificates and one. Silver ".C"
Flying. Poor weather on the completed-height and duratIOn.
12th of September discouraged No details are recorded of two
attendance, and the only flight Silver "C" heights on the 16th
during a brief spell of fair visibility September, but it is understood
was a 30 minute flight in the that the pilots concerned have
"Kite 2 " by Bill Sharpe. On the their barograph charts, and we
15th the Newcastle camp began may report any interesting detaIls
with only 2 flights giving 15 later.
minutes for the day. The weather
General. There is little in the
improved well on the 16th, and the way of general comment.
The
camp was augmented by O'Grady, Club llouse. work is goin!? on
Coulson, Callaghan and Smart and slowly, but things are now arnvmg,
put in 7 hours 40 minutes for the including a gift of some ime
day. On the 17th Burningham and panelling for the bar, a~? !he
BiJl Sharpe joined in, with Leach lining of the walls and partltIOIIlng
22
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is going ahead very well. The old
fireplace which endured many
years as an " ancient monument"
is now doing duty in its second
club house-and-the chimney
doesn't smoke any more.
(Prewar visitors may remember what
it used to do). It is now possible
to rely on a spot of tea, and the
grub prospects never looked more
promising.
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flew-flights of over five hours
"A good cockpit must be (a)
were frequent-without becoming sealed, (b) ventilated at will, (c)
intolerably cramped, and a 6 ft. as large and comfortable as possible,
3 in. pilot in a standard cockpit and (d) the cover must give good
is a severe test. Cockpit comlort and undistorted vision in clear
is indeed one of the major lessons air and have good opening clearwe have to learn. So often in the vision panels for flying in rain.
past a good design has been spoilt lt is quite a difficult problem, and
by a draughty, ill-fitting cockpit one to which insufficient attention
which roars and whistles in flight, has been paid.
The' Gull IV'
lets in draughts of icy air at is a big advance on anything I
awkward angles, and in cumulo- have flown.
Up to over 100
nimbus lets in rain and powdered m.p.h. she was almost dead silent,
SLINGSBY SAILPLANES LTD••
INGS LANE. KIRBYMOORSIDE. snow which quickly make impos- and no draughts came in either
si ble the pilot's already difficult through the cover or la frequent
YORK.
An extract from a report by task.
source) the quick-release tunnels."
Philip WWsr-€.-B."£ (Chief Pilot
of the--'British Gliding Team at
ROYAL AERO CLUB GlIDI,NG CERTIFICATES
Samedan, 1948).
" The
Slings by
'GuB
IV'
(Issued under delecation, ~J the B.8.A.)
proved itself, absolutely and com211lNOI, I7I2-80OT incl.)
GLIDING URTIFICATU: "A"
pletely, in the sternest possible
Ill"
10,
conditions in which a new type
IIC"
48.
7 (Nos. 181-112 incl.)
81LYEIt " C"
could be tested.
I c!id over 65
hours' flying ,in three weeks, and
Ifl" CE.TI'ICATIS
A'-f. C. School 01 Glid'"g Club
Dale fake"
Name
have nothing but praise for her. No,
R.A.E. Technical College G.\:.
17. 8.J8
4548 :'ofichael Thomas Cnigcr
She is the best 15-metre sailplane I 5226
10.8.48
DiLto ..
Gordon Henry Elsley
11.7.48
188 G.S.
!>263 johu Dixon
have ever flown.
1.8.48
H4 G.S.
Derek Rob<:rt Hales
6135
,. The modem tendency is for 6288 Robert Phillips
186 G.S,
..
..
15.8A8
..
R.A.E. Technicnl Collel(c G.\:.
17. 8.48
higher speeds and penetration and 6384 Frederlck James Tucker
London G.C...
It. 9A8
..
6482 Lois Dickinsou
quicker controls.
This prod uces 6494
.. Newcastle G.C.
5.9.48
Charlc~ Hcnry LUtt113Jl
14.8.48
82G.S.
better results in long-distance flying 6617 1vor George Sco tt
122 G.Ii.
22. 8.J8
6865 Brian Norman Healhfield .
and in strong. patchy upcurrents. 6\131 Jasper Taylor Marsh
41 G.S.
24. 8.47
Ill. 9.48
186 G.S.
..
but tends to make blind-flying 73;;4 Dellis l~lie Vasey, .
Gloucestershire G.c.
29. 8.48
743"2 AnlhOllr Thomas JOIlCS .,
more difficult than in more placid 7453 Bernan Caiger
R.A,E. Technical CoIlel(o G.\:.
111.8.48
..
,.
19. 8.48
Ditto ..
designs such as the' Weihe.' The 7768 'fcrel1cc Ronrlld Be'tl::ik)' ..
:l2.8.48
148 G.Ii.
7964 Raymond F.dward Keitb Clayton
• Gull IV: however, has achieved 8025
186 (",.S.
21. 8.4fl
John FrerlC'rick ~vat1~
R.M,A$, F.C.
~8. 8.48
the first requirement without any 8"2.;7 Olhmal1 Ibrahim
1,0n(lon G.C.
~2. 7·~8
Desmonrl Ronnln "'"aH
serious sacrifice of the second. 8460
Surrey ex. ..
\8. !l·~8
8;;17 Margnrd Joycc Thornlcy
~;). n·a~
Bristol G.C.
On the first day, in cumulo-nimbus 8609 Peter \\"allacc Silke
,7. 8.,8
Scottish G.IT.
lames \\'oorl Harrington
8803
at 18,000 ft. my A.S.l. iced up. 8804 Ronald Greeoslade ..
Air H .Q. B ...... 1' .0.
7. 7.48
17.9.48
Surrey G.C.
I remained in the very rough upper 8807 Brenda Mary Ch::min~J11
:.R. 3.48
lao G.Ii.
..
Keuueth Harris
88011
region 0,£ this cloud, on a simple 8809 Jack Alfred r.yrldard
22. R.48
. . Newcastle G.C.
tl'. 8.48
BrL<tol G.C.
turn and bank indicator, for up- 8810 Mcmricc Cordon 6endall
:l7,8.48
~x:ottish G. tI.
DUllcnn McGeorge Aitchison
wards of 20 minutes, and reached 8814
2fl.6.47
Gutersloh G.C.
88:U WHfred Char1<s Taylor
18. 7.48
Derby & J ,aIlCS. G.C.
20,000 ft. on my altimeter before 8822 Charles Roocrt Cuthill ..
27· 8,48
161 G.S.
'
88:30 Peter Patrick James Fowler
coming out, the speed being kept 88:38
10.8.'17
151 R.U. G.C.
Henry John Hyde ..
10. 8.48
London G.L
under control due to the inherent 8839 John Owen Ratcliffe
18. 8.48
Ditto
Peter Travig Phillips
..
8843
stability of the aircraft. Nothing 8844 G{""OHrey John Gomme ..
9. 7.48
Ditto
27,
8.48
161 G.R.
co.uld more definitely prove the 8845 Rolalld Douglas Breyd Todd
9. 7.48
Oel'lillgllilllSeu. G.c..
Ronald Rutherford
8846
stability and handling qualities 8856 Je.rzy Terajewicz
7.
8.48
Midland G.C.. '
26. 8.48
~urrey G.C.
.,
..
of this machine. (This, incidentally, 8865 Hcur)' Irvillg: \Voo(1
:30.11.47
148 G.S.
..
.•
887:l John Alfrt:d JOhll!iOll
was the flight on which the baro- 8873
27. 7.47
Oerlinghau6cn G.c.
Robin Clive Gardiner·HilI
18.8.48
London O.C.
.
graph failed).
8888 Alan Stagg
22. 8.48
Ditto
Jan
:\101.o1ow5ki
8889
" The precision and positiveness 8800 ~igel Gregory
20.
8.48
DiILo
..
17.7.48
Hamburg Districl G.C.
of control was of enormous help 8906 John Butler ..
3.10.4.7
Oerlinghausen
V.C.
8917 Jack Guuby
in the • slope' soaring, which 8918
3t. 8,47
42 G.S.
..
David Henry Pearcc
6. 7.48
.. Ocrliughausel1 G.C.
often took place in violent air 8929 Goorge Kennedy Donald
15.6.48
Gntersloh G.C.
Mkhael
Peter
Casano
8940
within a span of the mountainside. 89H Thom:J~ Gilbert BeaU
H.9.48
London G.C.
16. 11.48
DiILo ..
The penetr~tiol1 is really excellent, 894t Gilbert Roy "'Hliu11l5
I:). 11.48
Ditto ..
894:3 Timothy Raymond Cilrr
and speeds of 80 and 00 m.p.h. 8956
18.9.48
Surrey C.I:.
Davirl John Stewart
H. 8.48
Brislol G.C.
were often used to escape the large 81173 Grahall1 1~lcwellYI1 Ferricr
6.8.48
Marliu Henrn G.L.
Robert George Pric~
areas of violent downcllrrent 89H
15. 8.48
Xewcastle G.\:.
897i, Kenlleth Kart Lion
26.9.411
Imperial Conegc' G.f.
frequently encountered.
..
9000 ~lirian Gilbert
26. 9.48
Bristol G.c. ..
Gwilym John Cotroceni Davico;;,
"The comfort of the cockpit 9001
27. 3.38
Guter.loh G.C.
!lOO5 Frank Smedley
24.
4.4 8
Ditto ..
was proved by the daily hours I llO07 Colin Charles Da1to11
23

THE
tHE LONDON GLIDING CLUB
LTD.
Dunstable DownS', Beds.
Tel.: Dunstable 419.
Full Flying Membership:
Entrance Fee £5. 5s. Od.
Annual Sub. £6. 6s. Od.

Associate Membership
(non·f1ying) :
Entrance Fee £1. Is. Od.
Annual Sub. £2s. 2s. Od.
Ten Club aircraft, including high
performance, 2·seater, and pri.
maries.
Resident engineer and resident
professional
instructor;
flying
every day, Donny house always
open, licensed bar, full catering
(at week.ends).
Soaring flight at 8s. an hour.
Training flights from Is. 6d.
to 6s. a day.
New members welcomed at sub.
of 10s. 6d. X months remaining
of dub year.
Waiting list open for next year's
Courses.
DERBY&HIRB & LAN~ASHIRE
GLIDING C:LUB,
GREAT HOCKLOW, TIDESWELL,

L P L A N E

S A

ROYAL AERO CLUB GLIDING CERTIFICATES continued.
No.
iJ9:J
327:3

Name
Re~illald James Dolman
Harold Frederick Bentoll

33:17
3348

Alberl Eward Mellors
Roy Slanle)' &ott ..

.. 0" CERTI'ICATES
A. T. C. School or Glidi,,1'. (;/ub

..

3377

Peter Anthony Gordol1 CockreU

3:390
4005
-1-142

John Slephen Kelly Chikoll
Albert Mkhael Rose
DOl1ald Blan l\lillterlle

-1519

..
Kenlleth Arthuf Hammer ..

5879

Frank Andefsoll Rog:<.>tli

6402
6482
0796
6862
6957

Derick George Goddard
Lois IDickinson
Ilrlan Hu<:I\C5
Philip Dau'Soll
Frank Reeks
Clifford WaIler Dowdall
iBarbara Richards
Eric Baker ..
Bernard Longslall ..
John Bruce BowdIer
Laurenct: Alfred l,ewer
Henry \Vatsoll Sanderson ..
James Blmner
..
Geollrey Jam.. Day
Willred Charles Taylor
Charles Robert tuthill
Henry Johu Hyde ..
John Ow"n Raleliffe
Peter 1'ravi~ Phillips
Geoffrey John GOlllme
Rouald Ru therford
J erzy Terajewicz
Henry lrviug' lVood
John Alfred JDhnsou
"N.obin Clive (~ardiller-Hill
Alall 5tagg
J an M07.oIow~ki
John Buller .
Jack Guuby
David Henry Pcan.:e
Gcorge Kellnooy Donald
)Iichael Peter C,,:;ano
Thomas Gilbert Scott
Gilbert Ro)' Williams
Timothy. Raymolld Carr
Frank Srnedley
Colin Charles Daltoll

7~88

821~

8254

8i'l8
8''2.77
8:349
8821
882'2
88:38
8839
884:1
8844
8846
8856
88(1)
8872
8873
8888
8880
8906
8017
8918
8929
8040
8941
18942
894:l
9005
0007

..

John Fratlci~ Chileatl

5181

7-10:3
7619
8096

89 G.8.
168 G.8.
4~ G.8.
168G.S.
168 G.8.
Midland (',.C.
Reinsehten G.C.
·168G.S.
Midland G.C .. ,
Gutersloh G.e.
Midland G.\:.
89 G.S.
London G.e.
4~ G.8.
..
C>er1inghal1sell G.C.
Derby & Lancs. G.C.
Surrey G.e.
Derby & Lancs. G.L.
Midland G.C.
49 G.S.
Midland G.C.
42 G.8.
~ndland G.C.
Ditto
Ditlo
..
Gl1lersloh G.C.

P51W.~.Jt,~cs
.,

G.I.:...

London G.C.
Dilto
Ditto
..
Oerliughallseu 'G.C.
Midland G.e.
Snrre)' G.C. ..
148 G.S.
..
O~rlillghausen G.C.
London G.C.
Dilto
....
Hambnrg District G.C.
O('rlil\ghall~t::u G.C.
42 G.S.
..
Oerlinghansen G.C.
Glllersloh G,C.
LondonG.C.
Ditto
Ditto

Vale takim
:jl. 8.48
l4. !H8
29. 8.48
12. 9.48
12.9A8
20. 9.48
U.9A8
12. 9.-18
20.9.-18
2. 8.48
1.9.-18
11. 9.48
16. 9.48
1.1/.48
23. 8.48
19.8.-18
29.8.-18
19.8.-18
1. 9.48
29. 8.48
6. 9.48
1. 9.48
16. 9.48
16. \/.48
11. (1.48
4. 7.48
15. 8.48
21. IU7
12. 8.t8
19.8.-18
12. 7.-18
21. 8.48
8. 8.'18

1.9.48
15. 8.48
21. 8.48
19. 8.48
26. 8.48
4. 8.48
4. 4.48
:31.8.-18
14. 7.48
8.IU8
17. 9.48
16. 9.48
16.9.48
~I. 4.41'
25. 7.48·

Gutersloh G.C.
Phone Tideswell 207 DERBYSHIRE
Ditt(,
To people living in the N0rth
Midlands the Club offers full soaring
SILVER" C" CERTIFICATU
facilities at 10/- per hour in the club
J)(l/~ Cail1cd
fleet of Sailplanes.
CcrtijiCllle No.
A'o.
:V a-m e
Primary training if required, and 166 H.H..:Mansoll
.22. 8.48
6681
~:.l. 8.·18
887
167 A. Hampden Yate~
power conversions are a speciality.
~O. 8.48
14;1l
168 A. H. )[, Pocock
The clubhouse is fully licenced and 169· D. H. G. Juce
3. 9,48
tl7!ll:\
meals are available if booked in ad· 170 A. Grvnblall
29.8.48
.. non
6. 7.48
:339
vance. Whether there is flying or n()t 171 e. A. ·P. Ellis
6.9.48
1681
there is always something doing every 172 'V. Nadill
week end.
Subscription, 6 gns.; Entrance fee,
2 gns.; Non·f1ying members, 1 gn. If
you are interested please write to the THE MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB' detail in the matter of these numbers
Hon. Secretary, 87, Fargate, Sheffield J,
LIMITED
and, glancing through them, one
101' further details.
cannot fail to be impressed at the
The Long Mynd, Church Stretton, progress made in the movement
Shropshire. Telephone: Linley 206. which was in its infancy in the early
Full particulars may be obtained
t
THE YORKSHIRE GLIDING
from the Secretary, F. G. Batty, 1930's. Price 2/6d. per COpy, pas
free.
CLUB,
F.e.A., 2, Lombard Street \Nest,
SUTTON BANK, YORKSHIRE. West Bromwich, Staffs.
CONTACT all <"pects of Private Flying
Flying facilities are offered to
.
and Civil Aviation by reading "The
all Private Owners, Soaring and BACK NUMBERS of SAILPLANE Light Plane "-the new journal for the
\Ve have uncovered a large se'lechon air-minded. Reg~laI monthly author.aPower Pilots.
of back numbers dating from 1'9,34 hve news al~d articles on aIrports, alr.
..
craft and alr-tounng. 1/6d. monthly
For full particulars apply to: o~w~rds. l.f readers deslIo~s of ~b'l from all booksellers or bv direct subtammg
COpieS
Will
state
their
precise
scription
from the publishers, £to Is. Od.
L. A. ALDERSON, " Lyndhurst,"
reqUirements we shall! endeavour to per annum. Light Plane Publications
Sinnington, York. Hon. Secretary, accommodate them.
There is a Ltd., 4, Sutherland A'venue, Maida
Yorkshire Gliding Club.
wealth of interestin.g and instructive Vale. W. n. TeI. CUN. 7902.

I

:14

WESTERN AIRWAYS

SCOTTISH
GLIDING lINION

Repair and, Co of A. overhaul all types GLIDERS,
and SAILIi'LANES •
M.O.5. repairers for
Klrby Cadets •
Immediate on-site repairs
service. Own speciallcy fktedl transport. Over
250 major jobs completed • Estimates free.
.
Enquiries welcomed.

BISHOPHILL AND

Weston Airport, Weston-super-Mare
('Phone WESTON-SVPER-MJl.RE 2700}

BALADO AIRFIELD
Entrance Fee £1 IS.

SAILPLANE COMPASSES

Subscription £3 35.

VISI,BLE !RIBBON TYPE
NON-SWING

Write to Hon. Secretary

A few only left. 'Many satisfied users
in Great Brltaillil

19, ELLIOT ROAD,

£4. 4. O.

A. RONEY,

EDINBURGH

CaHiage paid in Great Britain

PHONE No. EDINBURGH 87711

BOX 250 Sailplane

Want to Fly Cheaply?

Will YO U help our drive for Ci'rculatitm?
I

Then you should investigate U.l.A.A.
GrOup-operated home Or factory built ultra light
abcl'aft ofl'er the ...-ery eheapest '{onn of nonsul>sidised prl...ale Hying. This ~s what V.L.ll.A.
is sponsorin,f, SQ why not, find out rno::re about
thfs l'apidly expanding national organisation?

Full d.tail, on reques' from: HON, $ECRETAII!Y.

ULTRA LIGHT AIRCRAFT ASSOCIATION

24,

st. George's

Square, S.W.1.

THE ONLY BRITISH JOURNAL CATERING
EXCLUSIVEI.Y FOR THE INTERESTS OF
GLIDING AND ULTRA LIGHT AIRCRAFT
ENTHUSIASTS

SUBSCRIPTION FORM
THE ••

To ROLLS HOUSE pUBusmNG CO', LTD.,

HAWKRIDGE AIRCRAFT CO. LTD.

BREAMS BVILDINGS, FETIER LANE, EC.4

take pleasure in ·announcing that the (ollowing
machines are ,./Oder construction ; -

Primary Gliders i Gruoau Baby I! tb's
Venture 2-Seater Sailplanes
T.. M.l High Performance Sailplanes

Please enter my subscription for 12 months.
Remittance for 19/- herewith.
NAME

ADDRESS

Enquiries- invited 'OI repairs, overhauls,
renewa] of C'. or A., and modifications.

Write .. HIGH ST., DUNSTABLE,BEDS.
Cheques" PLO's,

et"., payabl. to Rolls House.

rv;n

AI~ORK

Maintenance Division.

LIMITED

AilM'ork maintenance. hangar at Gatwick AirpofL

or

lhe Serl'ices
Airworl: arc;
~ir Transport Cont'lIctin.
•
Contract 'Charter
Flying .' Servidnc and Mainten.. nce of Aircn.r~ • Overhaul and Modification of

Aircraft
_
Sale and Purchase of Aircraft
Specialised Aerodrome (aterine
Operation ..nd Hanallment of Fly,", Schools Ind Clubs
•
Insurance

• Airwork limited embraces every
aspect of aviation for private and
commercial enterprises. and lays claim
to an unrivalled record vf activities, In
the maintenance vf its world-wide
organisation-largest in this country
run by pr,ivate enterprise-Airwork
disposes of a pool of over one hundred
licensed engineers. During the first six
months of 19+7 alone. Airwork carried
out at Blackbushe. Gatwick and langley
Airports tWG thousand daily inspections, two hundred and ,fifty three
schedule inspection overhauls and sixty
C. of A. overhauls. Simultaneously, at
overseas branches two thousand seven
hundred daily inspections were completed by the Middle East Section, and
six thousand in Ecuador . . . Tile
Airwork Service ,is as complete for a
single machine as for a large fleet.

AIRWORI\ LIMITED' IS CHES,TERFlELD STR£ET • LONDON. • W.I . TEL: GROSVENOR 48.P
Langlty Aerodrome, Bucks.

Also at: GalM'ick Airport, Horler, Surrey. BJadbushe Airport, Nr. Camb~rleYf Surrey.
Hereon Airport, Middlescx. Loughborough Aerodrome, DishIey, uics. PeTLh Aerodrome, Perthshire.

Renfrew Airport, Rcmfrewshire•

..I"

SAILPLANE
AND

ULTRA

AND

GLIDER

LIGHT AIRCRAFT

.. SAILPLANE AND GLIDER" /s the only BriUsh Journal whlc,h
caters for those interested In Gliding and Ultra light Aircraft.
It gives you the opportunity of reaching a d/scerni/ng, enthusiastic, and
raptdly exp,andlng sect/on of the public in,terestedin these form.s of aviation.
It Is subscribed to by ind'iv/duals.
It is avaHablie in all Glidl.ng Clubs and Air Force Messes.
It enjoys a small but healthy circulation to official bodi:es, indivlduafs
and Clubs overseas.
The follOWing Countries being covered.
Australia
New Zealand
Canada
South A(ri<:a

Ulster
U.S.A.
Switzerland
Sweden

139

Oenmark
HoJland
Spain
Greece
Cxec:h.o-Slovakia

STRAND,

LONDON,
/2

TEMPLE BAR 645/

Finl,a,n.d
Turkey
Iceland
Argentina

W.C.2

Brazil
Russia
Italy
Germany

